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ABSTRACT
Phylogeography and Landscape Genetics of the
Flammulated Owl: Evolutionary History
Reconstruction and Metapopulation
Dynamics
by
Markus Mika
Dr. Brett Riddle, Examination Committee Chair
Professor of Biological Sciences
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Dr. John Klicka, Examination Committee Co-Chair
Adjunct Professor of Biological Sciences
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Taxa occur across ever changing landscapes on different spatial and temporal 
scales. Choosing the appropriate scale for collecting data and drawing inferences is 
critical for understanding the history of a species and its populations. Here, I describe 
research in which I investigated phylogenetic patterns and population genetics for 
Flammulated Owls (Otus flammeolus) representing 14 localities from throughout the 
species’ distribution, and compared regional landscape features with the distribution of 
genetic diversity. This small, insectivorous owl migratory (Family Strigidae) breeds in 
western conifer and deciduous dry forests of the mountains from southern Mexico to 
British Columbia. Sedentary populations are found in the southern Sierras of Mexico 
within the Transvolcanic Belt whereas all other populations are presumed to be 
migratory. Among all sampled localities, one population from northeastern Mexico 
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showed genetic differentiation and reduced gene flow from all others. High levels of gene 
flow among all other populations confirm anecdotal evidence of significant natal 
dispersal. The only sedentary population (southwestern Mexico) did not exhibit 
separation from populations in Canada and the United States. Low genetic variation in 
that locality is likely due to a recent expansion from the north or a prolonged genetic 
bottleneck. Several localities throughout the distribution showed high levels of genetic 
diversity, frequently combined with large proportions of private haplotypes, indicating 
long-term population stability. Previously uncovered palaeoecological evidence of flora 
associated with Flammulated Owl habitat in the southern and northern Rocky Mountains 
is consistent with the high levels of genetic diversity recovered for owls in this region. On 
a landscape genetic level, current measures of population sizes, territory density estimates 
obtained in the field, and habitat suitability averages calculated from ecological niche 
modeling were good predictors of nucleotide diversity. A patch proximity metric showed 
a very strong positive relationship with current population sizes in the absence of genetic 
variables. The results indicated that metapopulation dynamics among habitat patches of 
various sizes, habitat quality, and population densities are important in shaping genetic 
diversity and distributions in this species.
iv
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CHAPTER 1
POPULATION GENETICS AND EVOLUTIONARY HISTORY OF
THE FLAMMULATED OWL (OTUS FLAMMEOLUS)
Abstract
In this study, I investigated phylogenetic patterns and population genetics using 
the mitochondrial marker ATPase 8 and 6 for Flammulated Owl (Otus flammeolus) 
specimen from 14 localities, while considering phylogeographic and climatic 
characteristics of the region. This small, insectivorous owl (Family Strigidae) breeds in 
western conifer and deciduous dry forests of the mountains from southern Mexico to 
British Columbia. Sedentary populations are found in southern Mexico along the 
Transvolcanic Belt. Among all sampled localities, only one population (Nuevo León, 
Mexico) showed genetic differentiation and reduced gene flow with respect to all other 
populations. Extended spatial isolation of northeastern Mexican habitat appeared as the 
most likely explanation for this pattern. High levels of gene flow among all other 
populations confirmed anecdotal evidence of significant natal dispersal. The only 
sedentary population (southwestern Mexico) did not exhibit separation from populations 
in Canada and the United States. Low genetic variation in that locality was likely due to a 
recent expansion from the north or a prolonged genetic bottleneck. Several localities 
throughout the distribution showed high levels of genetic diversity, frequently combined 
with large proportions of private haplotypes, indicating long-term population stability. 
Previously uncovered palaeoecological evidence of flora associated with Flammulated 
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Owl habitat in the southern and northern Rocky Mountains is consistent with the high 
levels of genetic diversity recovered for owls in this region. The results of this study 
conflicted with the distribution of the species during the last glacial maximum as 
suggested by ecological niche models. Their outcome proposed a historical distribution in 
the southern Cascade and Sierra Nevada mountain ranges and along the Mogollon Rim 
(Arizona) with a subsequent range expansion in a northeastern direction.
2
Introduction
Our knowledge on the phylogeography of many North American bird species is 
still lacking (Milá et al. 2007) and reconstructions of population history remain 
unresolved for most Nearctic owl species (Order Strigiformes). These secretive taxa not 
only occur in low densities, as is expected for raptors, but their nocturnal behavior and 
cryptic plumage (del Hoyo et al. 1999) create difficulties in obtaining adequate sample 
sizes to study intraspecific genetic variation. Although elusive, the insectivorous 
Flammulated Owl (Otus flammeolus) is one of the most common owls throughout dry 
and open forests in the mountains of western and southern North America (McCallum 
1994a; Oleyar et al. 2003).  A partial migrant, breeding populations from northern 
Mexico to British Columbia are believed to winter along the Mexican Transvolcanic Belt 
(TVB). Non-migratory residents breed from the southern tip of the Sierra Madre 
Occidental across the southern mountain ranges into northwestern Oaxaca, Mexico. 
Breeding habitat, where the species nests in tree cavities excavated by woodpeckers 
(McCallum 1994a), consists of mature, open, and dry mixed conifer forests associated 
with Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii), Yellow Pine (Pinus ponderosa & Pinus 
jeffreyi), Engelmann Spruce (Picea engelmannii), White Fir (Abies concolor), and 
Subalpine Fir (Abies lasiocarpa) (Linkhart 1984). A strong association with the mature 
deciduous Quaking Aspen (Populus tremuloides), which often provides nest cavities in 
food resource rich environments (Mika 2003), has been described in recent years (Marti 
1997).
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Packrat midden and lake core sample data have produced evidence of historical 
localities of flora affiliated with Flammulated Owls in several regions across the 
American west (Van Devender et al. 1984; Weng and Jackson 1999). Mountain ranges of 
northern California and southern Oregon are considered floristic hotspots for high conifer 
species diversity (Briles et al. 2008). Lake core samples from the Siskiyou Mountains 
confirmed high conifer diversity during the late glacial maximum (~17 - 15 kya) 
including some species affiliated with Flammulated Owl habitat (West et al. 2007). On a 
larger scale, Douglas-fir pollen samples from the last glacial maximum (LGM; ~21 kya) 
were restricted to the southern half of the Sierra/Cascade ranges and ‘virtually absent on 
the Pacific slope of Washington and Oregon’ (Bartlein et al. 1998). Genetic variation in 
allozyme data provided equivocal results pertaining to the existence of interiour Douglas-
fir refugia during the LGM. A refugium was suggested for southeastern Idaho and 
northern Utah (Li 1986), but the level of cold tolerance in this trees species (Rehfeldt 
1978) may indicate a wider distribution during the LGM than previously inferred 
(Brunsfeld et al. 2001). Douglas-fir and Ponderosa Pine refugia were found in woodrat 
middens during the full-glacial period in the mountains of the northern Chihuahuan desert  
in southern New Mexico (Van Devender 1990) extending south towards Big Bend, Texas. 
A second Ponderosa Pine refugia was detected at the southern extent of the Sierra Nevada 
range and both locations were confirmed by two current genetically distinct eastern and 
western groups of Ponderosa Pine that have expanded northward since the LGM (Latta 
and Mitton 1999). Less information is available on post-glacial presence of Quaking 
Aspen, but records from the early Holocene place its pollen in the southern Lake Agassiz 
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Basin in North Dakota (Strong and Hills 2005; Yansa and Ashworth 2005). The flora 
affiliated with the Flammulated Owl has changed during the late Pleistocene, but the 
extent of the habitat shifts is not entirely clear.
A multitude of phylogeographic patterns at numerous temporal scales have been 
documented among co-distributed taxa (Ball and Avise 1992; Bermingham and Moritz 
1998). This temporal variation has been fueling the debate on the major mechanisms of 
intraspecific avian diversification (Avise and Walker 1998; Klicka and Zink 1997; 
Lovette 2005). Unique ecological niches, which have undergone temporal and spatial 
shifts themselves are obvious factors responsible for some of the diversification (Ohlson 
et al. 2008). However, initial levels of genetic variability, maintenance or loss of genetic 
homogeneity among populations due to high or low levels of gene flow respectively, and 
drastic changes in allele frequencies through genetic drift have left their mark on 
distribution patterns of bird species (Zink 1996). Current intraspecific patterns of North 
American avian taxa can be traced through more recent events during and after glacial 
cycles of the late Pleistocene (Burg et al. 2005; Cracraft 1982; Hewitt 2000; Jones et al. 
2005; Mengel 1970; Rand 1948) all the way back to the late Pliocene (Klicka and Zink 
1997).
Intraspecific divergence may be attributed to various sources, but will result in 
similar expectations reflected in the genetic structure. For instance, the White-breasted 
Nuthatch (Sitta canadensis) was believed to have diverged into four major monophyletic 
clades, which was most likely cause by late Pliocene aridification and Rocky Mountain 
uplifts (Spellman and Klicka 2007). On a very different temporal and spatial scale, the 
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evolution of isolated migration routes or wintering grounds have been shown to play a 
role in causing divergence among populations of the Swainson’s Thrush (Catharus 
ustulatus) and Wilson’s Warbler (Wilsonia pusilla), two passerine species with eastern 
and western representatives (Clegg et al. 2003; Ruegg et al. 2006). Genetic data for both 
species revealed a leap-frog pattern of migration, where migrants from more northern 
breeding sites would winter further south in the tropics than their counterparts from 
southern breeding grounds in North America. Multiple late Pleistocene refugia have been 
responsible for intraspecific divergence in the case of the Tawny Owl in Europe (Brito 
2005). Populations pushed into Mediterranean peninsular regions still bear signals of 
separation even after ecological release and northward expansion during the last 18 kya. 
Migratory species with disjunct populations may have experienced divergence regardless 
of their mobility. In the MacGillivray’s Warbler (Oporornis tolmiei) a small and remote 
population in northeastern Mexico not only has separated from their northern 
conspecifics genetically, but it was also unaffected by demographic post-glacial 
expansion observed in the north (Milá et al. 2000). The expectations of divergence in 
these cases are structured gene trees or population subdivision, high genetic variation 
among clades, reduced or absent gene flow between clades, and a lack of recent 
demographic expansion across all samples, albeit expansion within clades is still 
possible. In contrast, populations may have been prevented from diverging given a 
unique set of circumstances. The Pygmy Nuthatch (Sitta pygmaea) experienced sudden 
postglacial northern and southern expansions from a single refugium with a more 
homogeneous genetic signature and lack of structure throughout its distribution 
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(Spellman and Klicka 2006). Panmixia was observed throughout populations of the North 
American Tree Swallow (Tachycineta bicolor) having accumulated genetic diversity over 
time, but lacking phylogenetic structure due to continuous gene flow across populations 
(Stenzler et al. 2009). The genetic expectations for expansions from single refugia or 
panmixia are shallow unstructured gene trees, low variation among all samples for the 
single refuge hypothesis, but high genetic variation in panmixia. Migratory bird species 
from temperate zones feature a wide spectrum of phylogeographic patterns depending on 
the level of shared evolutionary history (Zink 1996), demography, and distributional 
constraints (Bermingham and Moritz 1998).
To compare responses of the Flammulated Owl to the history of its range, I 
investigated phylogeography and demographic changes of the species as described by 
mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA). Populations across the distribution may exhibit 
divergence from each other or lack significant structure based on aforementioned 
scenarios and expectations. I used phylogenetic and population genetic analyses to 
contrast observations in this owl species to expectations under any given scenario and 
address the following: First, I applied phylogenetic analysis to evaluate genetic structure 
in the Flammulated Owl, paying particular attention to possible breaks between migratory 
and non-migratory populations. Second, I used coalescent approaches in population 
genetics to measure levels of gene flow persisting between populations. Third, I assessed 
demographic changes over evolutionary time to detect population fluctuations triggered 
by historical events across the distribution. Finally, I investigated the distribution of 
genetic diversity across all localities. More specifically, given the propensity of some 
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neotropical migrants to display lower genetic diversity in northern populations due to 
recent northward expansions (Milá et al. 2006), I was interested if genetic diversity in 
Flammulated Owls was negatively correlated with latitude as well. The lack of 
understanding of recent evolutionary history in the order Strigiformes combined with 
variable migratory behavior make the Flammulated Owl a compelling taxon for 
investigation.
Materials and Methods
Sample summary
I obtained genetic samples from 163 individuals from 14 different localities (see 
Appendix I). Samples were collected from throughout the species distribution, and 
included migratory populations from the northern extent of the range and permanent 
residents from southern Mexico. In all regions, I collected ! 10 individuals to include 
adequate sample sizes for populations genetic analyses (Harding 1996; Morando et al. 
2003).
Sample collection
Due to the migratory nature of O. flammeolus, genetic samples were obtained 
only within or near breeding territories. Two population samples, one from northern Utah 
and the other from western New Mexico came from previous breeding studies of the 
species in these localities (Arsenault et al. 2002; Mika 2003). Those birds were captured 
at known nest sites located in cavities or man-made nest boxes and were subsequently 
released at the same location. I captured most individuals using a male territorial 
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playback call and a single mist net at locations deemed suitable during preliminary 
daytime surveys. A major criterium of survey site selection was a high number of 
available perching opportunities at relatively low heights (up to seven meters maximum), 
usually located along forest edges and clearings. I then processed each bird at the location 
of capture and collected one inner secondary flight feather and one second central tail 
feather to use in DNA extraction. Photos of the bird’s front, back, facial disk, and from 
the upper and lower side of the right wing were recorded for each individual and will be 
included as digital vouchers at the Marjorie Barrick Museum of Natural History (MBM) 
at the University of Nevada Las Vegas (UNLV). A single sample from the Colección 
Nacional de Aves at the Instituto de Biología UNAM (CNAV) in Mexico City was 
obtained to supplement the most southern population in Michoacán. A subsample of 
voucher specimens were collected from populations in Nevada, Arizona, and Mexico.
Laboratory techniques
Total genomic DNA for all specimens was extracted from feather and tissue 
samples using standard protocols found in the DNeasy Tissue Kit (Qiagen, Valencia CA). 
For all feather samples, I supplemented the initial incubation solution with 30 µl of 
Dithiothreitol (DTT) to dissolve the sheath of the feather calamus. I amplified and 
sequenced 829 base pairs of the adjacent genetic markers ATPase 8 and 6 (ATPase) from 
the mitochondrial genome (mtDNA) for all 163 individuals using the primers CO2GQL 
(5’-GGA CAA TGC TCA GAA ATC TGC GG-3’) and CO3HMH (5’-CAT GGG CTG 
GGG TCR ACT ATG TGH-3’) (Greenberg et al. 1998; Joseph et al. 2003). PCR reactions 
of 12.5 µl were prepared and executed under the following amplification conditions: 
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initial 10 minute denaturation at 94ºC followed by 40 cycles of 94ºC for 30s 
(denaturation), 54ºC for 45s (annealing), and 72ºC for one minute (elongation). Finally, a 
10 minute extension phase was followed by a 4ºC soak. Successful amplifications were 
purified using the Exosap-IT (USB Corporation) purification following a heating protocol 
of 15 minutes at 37ºC with a subsequent phase of 15 minutes at 80ºC. Sequencing 
reactions of 20 µl were performed using Big Dye Terminator v3.1 (Applied Biosystems) 
and purified with a magnetic bead cleanup (Agencourt Biosciences). Sequences were 
analyzed on an ABI 3100-Avant automated sequencer (Applied Biosystems). Sequences 
were aligned and verified by eye using Sequencher 4.8 (Gene Codes Corporation) and 
checked for anomalies (Numts) (Sorenson and Quinn 1998) by comparing them to 
genomic mtDNA of the Barred Owl (Strix varia).
Molecular calibration
The molecular clock calibration employed was based on a recent multilocus 
treatment of Old World Scops-owls (Fuchs et al. 2008), a putative sister clade to the New 
World Screech-owls. Their dates were calibrated with an owl fossil (subfamily 
Asioninae) from the early Miocene (Mlíkovsk" 1998) and the formation date of Grand 
Comoro Island (Emerick and Duncan 1982) some 0.5 million years ago (mya). I 
combined the ATPase 6 data from Fuchs et al. (2008) with Flammulated Owl data for a 
total of 22 individuals. These data were used to estimate the timing of the split between 
the Flammulated Owl and four closely related New World Screech-Owls (Megascops 
kennicottii, M. trichopsis, M. guatemalae, and M. cooperi). An HKY +I +G model of 
sequence evolution was indicated (jModeltest, Posada 2008) and the model-corrected 
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data were analyzed using the program Beast (Drummond et al. 2005). The calibration 
points used by Fuchs et al. (2008) including 95% confidence intervals (C.I.) were used to 
calibrate several nodes. Results were then scaled to uncorrected distances for markers 
ATPase 8 & 6. The uncorrected rate of divergence estimated for ATPase 8 & 6 used in 
subsequent analyses was calculated at 2.39% per million years. Consequently, a per 
lineage mutation rate (µ) of 1.195 x 10-8 was implemented in subsequent analyses.
Phylogenetic analysis
To estimate the model of nucleotide substitution in my samples I used likelihood 
calculations carried out in an integrated version of Phyml (Guindon and Gascuel 2003) 
followed by sequential likelihood ratio test methods under the Bayesian Information 
Criterion (BIC) (Schwarz 1978). Both steps are implemented in the software package 
jModeltest 1.01. The suggested model was used in all subsequent genetic population 
analyses. Genetic relationships of haplotypes were visualized by means of a median-
joining network using the programs Network 4.5 (Bandelt et al. 1999) and statistical 
parsimony using TCS 1.18 (Clement et al. 2000).
Genetic differentiation and population structure
The program DnaSP 4.0 (Rozas et al. 2003) was used to obtain nucleotide and 
haplotype diversity indices among samples (Nei 1987; Nei and Li 1979; Tajima 1983). To 
obtain a measure of genetic differentiation between population samples, I computed 
pairwise comparisons for both the fixation index FST (Hudson et al. 1992b; Wright 1969) 
using the Arlequin 3.1 software program (Excoffier et al. 2005) and genetic distance GST 
(Hudson et al. 1992a; Nei 1973) using DnaSP. Unlike FST distance methods, GST 
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estimates are less affected by bias connected to having small mitochondrial samples 
(Barrowclough et al. 2006). A transformed value of pairwise genetic distance [GST/(1-
GST)] was carried over into a regression analysis to calculate isolation-by-distance (IBD) 
among surveyed populations (Holsinger and Mason-Gamer 1996; Rousset 1997; Slatkin 
1993). Analysis of molecular variance (AMOVA) among all population samples was 
executed in Arlequin (Excoffier et al. 1992). This technique was extended using the 
program Samova 1.0 (Dupanloup et al. 2002) to include spatial data on sample locations 
without a priori assumptions regarding population structuring. This approach operates 
under a simulated annealing procedure to maximize the FCT differentiation values among 
groups. The number of groups was chosen based on the largest, still significant FCT 
obtained from the program (K. Zamudio, pers. comm.). Significance values were tested 
using 1023 permutations over variance and fixation indices. In addition, I carried out an 
examination of population history and gene flow by running an automated version of 
nested clade phylogenetic analysis (NCPA) as implemented in the program ANeCA 1.0.1 
(Panchal and Beaumont 2007).
To provide an approximation of intra-population diversity, proportions of private 
haplotypes, i.e. those found exclusively in one specific sampling location were calculated 
for each population. These values are shown to be correlated with levels of isolation and 
frequency of migration from and to other populations if regressed against a measure of 
effective population size (#) from an independent calculation (Helgason et al. 2001). 
Simple regression analysis was performed including a 95% confidence band over the 
proportions of private haplotypes and #k calculated from Arlequin (Goodacre et al. 
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2005). Outlier populations were deemed as either in isolation with reduced levels of 
migration or clustered with increased levels of migration depending on their position 
above or below expected values.
Gene flow, Ne, and TMRCA
Migration rates (M), #, and time to most recent common ancestor (TMRCA) 
were estimated in a Bayesian inference framework under the principle of the coalescent 
(Kingman 1982) using the software package Migrate-n 3.0 (Beerli 2006). Sample sizes 
for each population were kept equal by randomly reducing samples from the larger 
population before analysis. I repeated the random sample selection for a total of 10 runs 
to create multiple unique combinations of individuals in that population. Posterior 
distributions in Migrate were tested using the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm and 
exponential prior distribution settings were carried out for M and #. Each procedure was 
run for 40 million generations with a two million step burn-in. A heating scheme of four 
static chains with temperatures of 1.0, 1.5, 3.0, and 40.0 was applied to the search 
parameters. Bayesian search parameters from Migrate output logs were tested for 
adequate trace behavior and sufficient ESS values using the program Tracer 1.4.1. In 
cases of failed convergence during coalescent analyses, I used FST-based migration 
estimates to substitute for missing rates (Nei 1973; Nei 1982).
Demographic history and Bayesian skyline plot
I created mismatch distributions to examine pairwise sequence differences within 
populations, and calculated the raggedness index R (Harpending 1994) to detect signals 
of stability or expansion over time (Slatkin and Hudson 1991). Neutrality tests computing 
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Tajima’s D (Tajima 1989) and Fu’s Fs (Fu 1997) values were performed among all 
sampling locations and tested for significance using coalescent simulations within DnaSP 
at 5000 generations. Fu (1997) and subsequent simulation analyses by others (Excoffier 
et al. 2005) have determined a significant level $ = 0.02 for Fu’s Fs.
I investigated the validity of summary estimates on population size changes over 
time and obtained a second independent estimation of TMRCA under a coalescent 
approach using the software package BEAST 1.4.8 and its accompanying programs 
BEAUti 1.4.8 and Tracer 1.4.1 (Drummond et al. 2005). This method implements a 
Bayesian skyline plot approach (Pybus et al. 2000) utilizing a standard Markov chain 
Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling procedure. The results are based on posterior 
probabilities of effective population sizes (Ne) along a coalescing phylogeny. The 
Bayesian skyline plot group number of 40 was chosen to obtain a high resolution output 
under constraints of a strict molecular clock suggested for intraspecific analyses. I 
performed multiple runs and increased the number of generations to build up final 
effective sampling sizes (ESS) to a minimum of 200 for all estimated parameters as 
suggested by the authors of the software (Drummond and Rambaut 2003). This was 
accomplished using 180 million generations of which 10% were discarded as burn-in. 
The procedure was then repeated three times using computer resources from the 
Computational Biology Service Unit at Cornell University to verify the results.
Ecological niche modeling
To build a distribution model for the Flammulated Owl, I used ecological niche 
modeling (Guisan and Zimmermann 2000) by applying location records to a maximum 
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entropy method implemented in the program Maxent 3.2.1 (Phillips et al. 2006). Maxent 
is a machine-learning software package designed to find maximum entropy distributions 
among climatic variables to predict logistic non-negative probabilities of a target 
distribution on a presence-only data set (Stockman and Bond 2007). The model for this 
analysis was based on a suite of 19 bioclimatic parameters (Table 1.4) previously 
compiled from WorldClim climate layers (Hijmans et al. 2005; Waltari et al. 2007) at a 
pixel resolution of approximately 5 km2. Model calibrations were performed using 75% 
of the data set as a training group and then tested using the remaining 25% (Evans et al. 
2009). The program was set to remove multiple presence records from individual grid 
cells due to the clustering of individuals within many sampling locales. In addition, I 
reduced the effects of spatial autocorrelation using a split-sample approach (Fielding and 
Bell 1997; Parolo et al. 2008), dichotomously separating the geographically closest 
sample pairs into training and test groups. Initially, a full model was run and “Area Under 
the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) Curve” (AUC) values for each bioclimatic 
parameter were acquired. To obtain a reduced model, I eliminated all parameters with an 
AUC below 0.75. I also verified the overall AUC for each model based on 100 bootstrap 
replicates in the program R 2.8.1 (The R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, 
Austria) by comparing between presence and background data, the latter being random 
points across the study area substituting for absence data. A minimal AUC of 0.75 for the 
test group was considered a threshold for good model performance (Elith et al. 2006; 
Suárez-Seoane et al. 2008). Temporal transferal modeling from the current distribution to 
the LGM was applied drawing from paleoclimatic information captured in the 
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Community Climate System Model CCSM (Otto-Bliesner et al. 2006). I created binary 
maps of suitable and unsuitable habitat using ArcGIS 9.2 (ESRI Corp., Redlands, CA) by 
averaging three independent Maxent runs. Among the thresholds tested by the program, 
the cutoff of suitable habitat was chosen at a fixed cumulative probability of 10, a level 
rejecting the lowest 10% of predicted logistic values. Although somewhat arbitrary, this 
level was selected based on a more conservative interpretation of habitat suitability, 
which still maintained a low omission rate (Pearson et al. 2007). I compared the 
suggested distributions of current and paleoclimatic populations with the distribution of 
genetic variation in the Flammulated Owl.
Results
Phylogenetic patterns among populations
From all 163 individual samples, we identified 36 segregating sites and 34 
different haplotypes of which 13 (38.2%) were shared by multiple individuals and 21 
(61.8%) were represented in only one individual. Three haplotypes (H2, H5, and H6) 
were found in at least 10% of all individuals with the most common one (H6) carried by 
34.4% of all Flammulated Owls in the study and occurring in every sampling locality. 
The largest distance between any two haplotypes was eight mutational steps. The shallow 
matrix of genetic relationships was visualized in a median-joining haplotype network 
(Fig. 1.1). Latitudinal color coding of haplotypes within the network did not uncover a 
geographic pattern among the samples.
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A statistical parsimony network from TCS resulted in identical topology (not 
shown; refer to Fig. 1.1). Nesting of clades produced twelve 1-step, five 2-step, two 3-
step clades, and the entire network as 4-step clade. Among 1-step clades, one clade (1-9) 
had a significant departure from the null hypothesis of no geographic association 
(Templeton et al. 1995). Of all 2-step clades, clade 2-1 included clade 1-9 and showed 
significant geographic structure as well. Based on the inference key, both of these clades 
in question underwent restricted gene flow with IBD.
We conducted AMOVA across all sampling locations (Excoffier et al. 1992) and 
estimated that the greatest part of genetic variation encountered was captured within 
(93.8%) populations. Only a small fraction (6.2%; p < 0.001) accounted for variation 
among localities surveyed in this study. Haplotype diversity indices (h) in most 
population samples ranged between 0.709 and 0.894 (Table 1.1). Lower estimates came 
from the southern Sierra Nevada mountain range sample with 0.628 and the non-
migratory population from Michoacán with 0.485. Similarly, nucleotide indices (%) were 
distributed from 0.00130 to 0.00309 with Michoacán as an outlier with a value of 
0.00058. The population from southern Utah had the most unique haplotypes (n = 8) of 
any sample location, but Nuevo León in northeastern Mexico harbored the most private 
haplotypes (n = 5; Table 1.1) followed by southern Utah (n = 4) and Arizona, Idaho, and 
southern Oregon (n = 3). Only pairwise FST comparisons involving Nuevo León proved 
to be significant after Bonferroni correction ($ = 0.0038). This revealed a subdivision 
(Hartl and Clark 1997) between the birds from the Sierra Madre Oriental and the other 
populations (Table 1.1).
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To test genetic separation of population samples from each other, we 
predetermined a subdivision of two groups (K) into a Samova analysis. Although not 
statistically significant, the result separated Nuevo León from all other population 
samples, which explained 21% of the total genetic variance found in all samples (FCT = 
0.209; p = 0.071). Increasing K to three, Arizona was selected as an additional group and 
the FCT decreased to a significant 15.7% (p = 0.013; Table 1.2). However, 83% of genetic 
differences were explained by variation within populations (p < 0.0001) and a mere 1.3% 
was attributed to variation among populations within groups (p < 0.001).
I investigated IBD by plotting genetic [GST/(1-GST)] against geographic distance 
between population samples (Slatkin 1993). (Fig. 1.2). Implementing all distance 
comparisons, a significant correlation was observed between the two distance measures 
(p < 0.0001; R-squared = 0.285). Therefore across all samples IBD is evident. Reducing 
the data set to populations from the United States and Canada only, the relationship 
disappears (p = 0.796; R-squared = 0.001) indicating genetic exchange uninhibited by 
geographic distance among the northern samples.
Gene flow, effective populations sizes, and TMRCA
The proportion of private haplotypes in populations can be informative about 
effective population sizes and migration rates between populations. We regressed the 
proportion of private haplotypes versus an independent theta k (Ewens 1972) and plotted 
a 95% C.I. estimate to locate outliers (Fig. 1.3). Confirming previous results from 
analyses on population structure, the population sample from Nuevo León emerged as 
distant outlier above the expected regression line indicating isolation from other 
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populations. Immigration and emigration rates were expected to be lower than among 
other locations. Arizona and Idaho (identical regression value) also lie slightly outside the 
95% C.I. On the other end of the spectrum, the data showed increased gene flow to and 
from the locality in western New Mexico.
We calculated effective populations sizes and migration rates for Nuevo León and 
a combined northern data set (all Canadian and US populations), using the program 
Migrate-n (Beerli 2006). Birds from Michoacán were excluded due to their remote 
location and uniquely low diversity indices (Table 1.1). For the combined northern 
population, the sample size of eleven achieved in Nuevo León was matched for ten 
independent runs by selecting individuals at random. No major deviations were observed 
between the random sample runs. Standard errors of estimate averages stayed within 
6.6% of the means, the largest variation coming from # of repeatedly redrawn northern 
samples. Calculations of # for both populations appeared to be similar (Fig. 1.4). Median 
estimates for northern birds had an average of 0.0056 (95% C.I. 0.00050 - 0.01275), 
closely matched by Nuevo León with 0.0051 (95% C.I. 0.00025 - 0.01250). To calculate 
maternal Ne, we applied a generation time of three years (Brommer et al. 2004; 
Woudenberg and Kirk 1999). Together with µ = 1.195 x 10-8, Ne for the northern and 
Nuevo León populations were quantified at 157,000 and 143,000 respectively. The 
migration rate parameter M indicated gene flow into Nuevo León at nearly twice the rate 
as in the opposite direction (Fig. 1.4). Immigration into Nuevo León occurred at 1.08 
female migrants per generation (Nem), a measure near the threshold of either immigration 
or mutation as predominant driver of variation in a population (Hartl and Clark 1997). 
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Lower emigration from Nuevo León into the northern localities was calculated at 0.51 
female migrants per generation demonstrating a higher importance of drift in contributing 
genetic diversity to the population. The northern region was more likely to be the origin 
of the most recent common ancestor among all samples (64.3%; & = 2.8%), with a 
TMRCA of approximately 98,000 years (95% C.I. 38,228 - 157,624). Rates of gene flow 
based on FST (Hudson et al. 1992b) and relative population sizes (Nei 1982) indicated 
higher rates of gene flow (Nem) among localities outside of Nuevo León (FST-based; 
11.08 - 116.77 | based on relative population size; 5.78 - 12.93) compared to gene flow 
between Nuevo León and all others (FST; 1.81 | rel. pop. size; 2.47).
Demographic history
We plotted observed mismatch distributions against estimated curves for a model 
of recent population expansions (select samples in Fig. 1.5). All but two population 
samples (western and southern New Mexico) did not differ significantly from a suggested 
model of recent population expansion. Four populations, British Columbia, Nuevo León, 
northeastern Oregon, and northern Utah visually revealed some departure from a 
unimodal pattern without violating the sum of square test statistic of deviation from 
expectation. Nuevo León and eastern Nevada showed significantly high R values of 
ragged distribution curves, an indicator for a stable population from demographic 
perspective (Table 1.3).
Neutrality indices such as Tajima’s D and Fu’s Fs may provide information on 
recent changes in demographic histories as well, given the assumption of neutral 
evolution of the applied markers (Fu 1997). Contrasting the results from mismatch 
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distributions, only the population sample from southern Utah (-3.580, p = 0.0067) 
showed a significant negative deviation from zero in its Fs estimate (-3.580, p < 0.001; $ 
= 0.02) among individual sampling regions (Table 1.3). No other significance was 
observed in either D or Fs except for pooled overall estimates in either parameter (D = 
-2.084, p < 0.05; Fs = -30.515, p < 0.0001).
We performed a Bayesian skyline analysis taking advantage of coalescent strategy 
to estimate demographic changes through time (Fig. 1.6). To accommodate for the high 
demand for informative data in the Beast analysis and justified by the limited separation 
among all populations (6.2%, AMOVA), Nuevo León was pooled with all other samples. 
Once again, we removed Michoacán from the data set based on its remote location and 
low genetic diversity. Applying a µ of 1.195 x 10-8, the effective population size appeared 
to have moderately increased in the last 45 ky. Nonetheless, there was a large error 
surrounding the median estimate. After 180 million generations, we obtained ESS values 
for all Bayesian estimates of at least 245.44. Beast was used to calculate a median 
TMRCA of 131,500 years (95% C.I. 51,937 - 272,374).
Ecological niche modeling and transferal
Distribution models were developed based on 88 Flammulated Owl location 
records. This procedure removed multiple counts in individual grid cells eliminating 
pseudo-replication. The number of records was reduced by Maxent from an original tally 
of 195, a value composed of the 163 original samples and additional territorial responses 
from individuals not captured. The test group for the investigation of performance for the 
selected reduced model consisted of 21 individuals and delivered an AUC value of 0.983 
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with a standard deviation (&) of 0.003 (Fig. 1.7). Maxent was used to estimate a variety of 
logistic threshold values with corresponding omission rates and fractional predicted 
areas. At the fixed cumulative threshold of 10 and a logistic value of 0.1361, populations 
found at the present time in the Rocky Mountains, the Intermountain West, and central-
southern British Columbia were not represented on the map during the LGM (Fig. 1.8 A). 
A continuous band through Arizona, the Sierra Nevada range, the southern half of the 
Cascade mountains, and the California coastal ranges likely maintained a climatic 
environment favorable for this owl species 21 kya. Sierra Madre Occidental populations 
were in a connected area of suitability and birds from Nuevo León (NE Mexico) were 
part of a remote splinter population. The expected current distribution of suitable habitat 
roughly matched known range maps (McCallum 1994a) covering the entire length of the 
Cascade and Sierra Nevada ranges (Fig. 1.8 B). From there it spread across the sky 
islands of the Great Basin and Intermountain West in Nevada, Utah, and Arizona to the 
Rocky Mountains of New Mexico, Colorado, Montana, and Idaho. In Mexico, the model 
suggested a current range of two separated regions (Chihuahua and Durango) in the 
Sierra Madre Occidental, remote and small patches in Nuevo León and Coahuila (Sierra 
Madre Oriental), and a mosaic of scattered sections along the TVB into Oaxaca. On a 
large scale, areas where past and present occupancy generally overlapped, area coverage 
was more extensive and continuous during LGM conditions. According to climatic 
estimates, Flammulated Owls expanded in a northeastern direction from suitable habitat 
in the United States and experienced limited contraction throughout Mexico since the 
LGM.
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Discussion
Population structure, resident population, and gene flow,
I encountered high levels of panmixia among most localities. All populations with 
the exception of Nuevo León were genetically similar and appeared to share a common 
recent history. Multiple analyses confirmed relatively high levels of gene flow preventing 
geographic structure from occurring in Canada and throughout the United States. 
Nonsignificant pairwise FST estimates, IBD analyses (including NCPA), and Samova 
analyses, all indicated strong connectivity among the localities particularly outside of 
Mexico. Genetically, the non-migratory southern population in Michoacán did not differ 
in structure from Canada and US populations either. Nevertheless, it only featured the 
two most common haplotypes found in the study (Fig. 1.1) resulting in the lowest genetic 
diversity indices across all measured localities (Table 1.1). Samova even grouped birds 
from Michoacán with US and Canada populations indicating a lack of genetic divergence 
between migratory and resident birds. Furthermore, results obtained using Migrate 
(Beerli and Felsenstein 2001), regression analysis of private haplotypes (Goodacre et al. 
2005), and migration estimates calculated from FST (Hudson et al. 1992b; Nei 1973) 
confirmed high migration rates among most populations. Flammulated Owls are known 
for extensive site tenacity among adult breeding birds (Reynolds and Linkhart 1987), but 
knowledge on juvenile dispersal is lacking (McCallum 1994b). The high rate of gene 
flow among most populations implies dispersal by young and non-breeding adults on a 
large scale. Vast dispersal patterns and corresponding high levels of gene flow have been 
described in the Boreal Owl (Aegolius funereus) as well. However, long-term persistence 
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among low-density populations (Hayward et al. 1993) rather than density-dependent 
dispersal may be causing the gene flow levels observed in this sedentary Circumboreal 
taxon (Koopman et al. 2007). 
Compared to the birds from US and Canada populations, the history for Nuevo 
León was unique, which is congruent with the genetic pattern observed in the 
MacGillivray’s Warblers (Milá et al. 2000). Significant FST analyses and the high 
proportion of private haplotypes in Nuevo León (Fig. 1.3) suggested recent isolation and 
reduced migration from all other regions. Ecological niche modeling for the LGM 
confirmed past geographic isolation of this region (Fig. 1.8). Unlike the high female 
migration rates observed among US and Canada populations, rates between Nuevo León 
and its northern equivalents were small and asymmetrical. Immigration to Nuevo León 
was measured near the equilibrium of 1 where neither gene flow nor genetic drift acts as 
predominant factor driving allele frequencies. Gene flow leaving Nuevo León was 
smaller, therefore it played a minor role in the evolutionary path for the population to the 
north. This suggested in effect an evolutionary source (US, Canada) - sink (Nuevo León) 
scenario without the inherent habitat differences, which generally lead to reproductive 
surplus or deficit respectively (Kawecki and Holt 2002; Pulliam 1988). Furthermore, 
coalescent analysis in Migrate-n determined that the most recent common ancestor had a 
64% chance of originating outside of Nuevo León, which corroborates historically low 
levels of gene flow leaving northeastern Mexico.
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Demographic history
I implemented a variety of methods to test population expansion as result of 
retreating glaciers during the past 20 ky. My results were equivocal towards a pattern of 
sudden expansion throughout Canada and the United States, but do support a more 
moderate range shift from western refugia. Most mismatch distributions of individual 
populations matched the curve of all migratory birds combined (Fig. 1.5 A). Their 
unimodal distributions fit a model of recent and sudden expansion into the current range. 
Populations in New Mexico were the only cases that departed significantly from the 
expansion model, suggesting instead demographic stability. Across many localities in the 
US and Canada, genetic diversity indices were relatively high representing population 
stability over time (Hewitt 1996). Neutral tests of evolution (Tajima’s D and Fu’s Fs) did 
not confirm demographic expansion of the Flammulated Owl into regions mostly affected 
by expanding glaciers, except for the combined sample across all populations and the 
single group from southern Utah (Table 1.3). Although coalescent Bayesian skyline 
analysis testing populations sizes over time found an increasing curve across all 
localities, the obtained error could have allowed for a stagnation or even decrease in size 
as well (Fig. 1.6). However, single locus estimates of Bayesian skylines are problematic 
and adding additional independent markers would increase estimate accuracy and reduce 
errors (Heled and Drummond 2008). Significantly high raggedness values for mismatch 
curves in the Nuevo León population (0.307; Table 1.3) corroborate the expectation of 
population stability in an area with evidence of suitable habitat during the LGM (Milá et 
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al. 2000). Across the board, expanding populations following retreating glaciers were 
only found in very limited localities in the study.
Distribution of molecular diversity
Molecular diversity indices such as haplotype (h) and nucleotide (%) diversity can 
shed light on demographic history. High % represents genetic divergence within a 
population (Fry and Zink 1998) and is found in localities showing longterm stability, 
whereas h indicates levels of gene flow including more recent immigration (Avise 2000). 
Indices for most populations in this study were comparable (overall % = 0.00226, h = 
0.841) with other genetically diverse avian taxa located in western North American 
mountains (Spellman and Klicka 2006). The values did exceed those of populations 
which have presumably undergone a sudden recent expansion (Milá et al. 2000; Milá et 
al. 2007). Minor deviations were detected for % among several northerly migratory 
populations. British Columbia birds demonstrated lower nucleotide diversity (0.00188; 
average % = 0.0023, S.D. 0.0005), an observation expected at the northern fringe of the 
species range, assuming a leading edge hypothesis (Hewitt 2000; Ibrahim et al. 1996). 
Furthermore, similarly low numbers were detected for samples in the two populations 
surveyed in Nevada (NV East = 0.00166; NV North = 0.00158). It is notable that Nevada 
birds were found in more remote and fragmented regions within the northern distribution 
(Fig. 1.8 B), where habitat fluctuations may prevent longterm establishment and stability 
in populations (Barrowclough et al. 2006; Bech et al. 2009). In these populations, h did 
not drop as strongly as % (average h = 0.807, S.D. 0.089). The pattern of increased h in 
relation to low % is frequently expressed in populations which have gone through a rapid 
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expansion or recolonization (Avise 2000), a likely scenario for birds in British Columbia 
and throughout Nevada. Relatively low degrees of both indices were discovered in birds 
along the Sierra Nevada (0.628 and 0.0013, h and % respectively) and particularly in the 
resident population of Michoacán, Mexico (0.429; 0.00058). Low values originate from 
either a recent founder effect after an expansion or population bottleneck (Cadahía et al. 
2007; Grant and Bowen 1998). Previous phylogeographic studies on a variety of western 
birds have indicated a pattern of expansion into greater North America from southern 
refugia (Milá et al. 2006; Zink 1997). Southward expansions from northern refugia 
appear to be less common. Pygmy Nuthatches are believed to have expanded in multiple 
directions including southward towards Mexico from a refuge located in southern 
California (Spellman and Klicka 2006). For Flammulated Owls, genetic diversity 
distributions suggested a similar pattern with higher diversity to the north and subsequent 
expansion into the southern resident population of Michoacán. The low value from the 
Sierra Nevada range is surprising and challenges the validity of its habitat suitability 
levels during the LGM (see ENM results). In the last 60 years, Mexican forest regions 
have experienced deforestation rates which are among the highest in the world (Ochoa-
Gaona and González-Espinosa 2000). These practices may have pushed the Michoacán 
population to small forest stands at higher elevations, which were too remote to harvest 
economically (M. Cuarao-Barajas, pers. comm.), but where genetic variation was 
depleted as a result.
A high proportion of private haplotypes can be explained by large historical 
effective populations sizes (Goodacre et al. 2005), reduced gene flow (Slatkin 1985), and 
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as a signal of isolation (Helgason et al. 2001). Populations lacking private haplotypes had 
generally lower diversity indices, such as Michoacán, Sierra Nevada, British Columbia 
and birds from Nevada. Throughout the range of migratory Flammulated Owls, eight 
populations marked various proportions of private haplotypes with Nuevo León retaining 
the highest value followed by southern Utah, Arizona, Idaho, and southern Oregon (Table 
1.1). Reduced migration rates explain the observation for Nuevo León, but high a 
proportion of private haplotypes in other populations in combination with high genetic 
diversity raise serious questions about the validity of the putative distribution of 
Flammulated Owls as suggested by palaeoclimatic niche models in Maxent (Fig. 1.8). 
Localities throughout the current distribution have likely served as stable habitats beyond 
the last glacial maximum, but were not captured by maximum entropy analysis.
Historical reconstruction
The evolutionary history of the Flammulated Owl can be reconstructed through 
the Holocene and the late Pleistocene. Estimates of the TMRCA of all Flammulated Owl 
haplotypes were recent, either 98 ky and 132 ky (with significant error). However, 
substitution rate estimates are believed to be faster for very recent divergence events, 
consequently the use of universal rates of evolution applied to recent events should be 
treated with caution (Ho et al. 2005; Ho et al. 2008). As a result, the TMRCA obtained in 
this study was likely overestimated.
Given the understanding of population genetic responses to either population 
stability or isolation in glacial refugia (Spellman and Klicka 2006), the high genetic 
diversity indices, large proportions of private haplotypes, and the departure from an 
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expansion model along many localities were unexpected in the temperate region of North 
America. Two possible scenarios could explain this pattern in the Flammulated Owl. 
First, the LGM distribution suggested by ENMs along southwestern mountain ranges 
may not have captured the true extent of the historic presence of the species. 
Shortcomings of Maxent have recently been described on the basis of geographic 
distribution simulations (Godsoe 2010) and could have led to the omission of locations 
with high genetic diversity (Idaho and Oregon NE), large proportions of private 
haplotypes (Idaho and Utah S), or bi-modal mismatch distributions (New Mexico). 
Multiple refugia of mixed conifer and aspen across the northern and southern Rocky 
Mountains during the LGM (Li 1986; Yansa and Ashworth 2005) could have maintained 
population stability over time for the Flammulated Owl. Second, Flammulated Owls have 
likely tracked their optimal climatic envelope throughout the last glacial cycle of the 
Pleistocene (Fig. 1.8 A), accumulating high genetic diversity in multiple refugial 
populations along western mountain ranges and distribution of this diversity throughout 
recently colonized areas because of panmictic dispersal behavior. A similar accumulation 
of genetic diversity was previously described in the Song Sparrow (Melospiza melodia) 
by Fry and Zink (1998). However, the genetic diversity indices clearly suggested 
historical stability in many sampled localities for the species, disproving a recent 
expansion or colonization except for populations in the sky islands of Nevada and at the 
northern edge in British Columbia. The population history of the Flammulated Owl is 
comprised of a combination of characteristics observed in other North American avian 
taxa. It includes the possibility of a southerly range shift from suitable habitat after the 
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LGM (Spellman and Klicka 2006), the early stages of isolation observed in the 
population from Nuevo León (Milá et al. 2000), and populations stability throughout 
much of the North American distribution. However, we may be able to evaluate the 
distribution of genetic diversity more precisely using a more fine-scaled approach 
involving landscape and ecological factors including patch connectivity, patch sizes, or 
habitat quality may shed some light on the distribution and history of the species.
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Table 1.1:  Diversity statistics for regional population localities including sample size 
(N), number of all (Hap) and private haplotypes (Priv), proportion of private haplotypes 
(% Priv), haplotype diversity (Hd), nucleotide diversity (%) significant pairwise FST 
values among major sampling regions after Bonferroni correction. Comparisons of all 
regions to Nuevo León (NL), Mexico, provided the only significant values.
Location N Hap Priv % Priv h !
FST vs
Nuevo León
Arizona 10 6 3 0.5 0.889 0.00220 0.160 *
Brit. Columbia 10 4 0 0 0.778 0.00188 0.254 ***
Idaho 10 6 3 0.5 0.889 0.00309 0.219 **
Michoacán 12 2 0 0 0.485 0.00058 0.216 *
New Mexico W 14 7 0 0 0.758 0.00247 0.220 ***
New Mexico S 12 7 2 0.286 0.879 0.00241 0.173 **
Nevada E 14 5 0 0 0.802 0.00166 0.230 ***
Nevada N 11 5 0 0 0.709 0.00158 0.272 **
Nuevo León 11 6 5 0.833 0.727 0.00237 N/A
Oregon NE 10 5 1 0.2 0.756 0.00300 0.237 ***
Oregon S 12 7 3 0.429 0.894 0.00260 0.182 **
Sierra Nevada 13 5 0 0 0.628 0.00130 0.300 ***
Utah N 12 7 2 0.286 0.894 0.00245 0.251 ***
Utah S 12 8 4 0.5 0.894 0.00270 0.173 **
Overall 163 34 0.841 0.00226
* p < 0.01,  ** p < 0.001,  *** p < 0.0001
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Table 1.2:  AMOVA analysis under Samova design with predetermined group number 
(K) of three, of Nuevo León, Arizona, and all remaining population samples combined. A 
geographic framework using location data was implemented in the method.
Source of variation d.f. Sum of squares
Variance 
components % of variation
Among groups 2 8.442 0.16764 Va 15.70
Among populations 
within groups 11 11.649 0.01468 Vb 1.37
Within populations 149 131.939 0.88550 Vc 82.93
Total 162 152.031 1.06782
Significance tests p
Vc and FST: 0.00000
Vb and FSC: 0.00098
Va and FCT: 0.01271
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Table 1.3:  Estimates of selective neutrality (D and Fs) and raggedness (R) of mismatch 
distributions. Significantly negative values in neutral markers for D and Fs indicate 
deviation from neutral evolution or recent population expansion. Significance level for 
Fu’s Fs is at $ = 0.02 (Fu 1997). Large significant R values represent more ragged 
mismatch distribution curves of predominantly stationary populations.
Location N Tajima’s D Fu’s Fs (" = 0.02)
Raggedness
index R
Arizona 10 -1.116 -2.082 0.079
British Columbia 10 0.385 0.048 0.153
Idaho 10 -0.861 -1.207 0.075
Michoacán 12 1.066 1.003 0.236
New Mexico W 14 -1.612 -2.006 0.035
New Mexico S 12 -0.537 -2.557 0.189
Nevada E 14 0.303 -0.844 0.174 **
Nevada N 11 -0.152 -1.396 0.030
Nuevo León 11 -1.163 -1.607 0.307 **
Oregon NE 10 -0.517 -0.105 0.129
Oregon S 12 -1.129 -2.330 0.080
Sierra Nevada 13 -1.182 -1.570 0.048
Utah N 12 -0.486 -2.510 0.074
Utah S 12 -1.005 -3.580 * 0.074
Overall 163 -2.084 * -30.515 ** 0.052
Tajima’s D and R:  
Fu’s Fs:  
* p < 0.05,  ** p < 0.0001
* p < 0.02,  ** p < 0.0001
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Table 1.4:  Bioclimatic variables used in the ecological niche modeling software package 
Maxent. The data were compiled from WorldClim version 1.4 and implemented into 
Maxent. Asterisks indicate variables removed for the reduced model.
Bioclimatic variables Description
BIO1 Annual mean temperature
BIO2* Mean diurnal temperature range
BIO3* Isothermality (mean diurnal range/temperature annual range)
BIO4 Temperature seasonality
BIO5 Maximum temperature of warmest month
BIO6 Minimum temperature of coldest month
BIO7 Temperature annual range
BIO8 Mean temperature of wettest quarter
BIO9 Mean temperature of driest quarter
BIO10 Mean temperature of warmest quarter
BIO11 Mean temperature of coldest quarter
BIO12* Annual precipitation
BIO13* Precipitation of wettest month
BIO14* Precipitation of driest month
BIO15* Precipitation seasonality
BIO16* Precipitation of wettest quarter
BIO17 Precipitation of driest quarter
BIO18* Precipitation of warmest quarter
BIO19 Precipitation of coldest quarter
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Table 1.5:  Summary of Maxent results at common threshold levels averaged over three 
runs. Thresholds are listed in ascending order of logistic value. Larger values are more 
restrictive in predicting suitable habitat (see fractional predicted area), but will have an 
increased rate of omitting presence data points. The minimum training presence (italic) 
provided the largest logistic threshold level without omitting any implemented data 
locations. The fixed cumulative value 10.0 threshold (bold/italic) was chosen to reduce 
overestimation while still maintaining a low omission rate.
Threshold descriptions
Logistic 
threshold
Fractional 
predicted area
Omission 
rate
Fixed cumulative value 1.0 0.0110 0.2235 0.0000
Balance training omission, predicted 
area and threshold value 0.0304 0.1599 0.0000
Fixed cumulative value 5.0 0.0641 0.1190 0.0000
Minimum training presence 0.0996 0.0982 0.0000
Fixed cumulative value 10.0 0.1361 0.0824 0.0152
Equate entropy of thresholded and non-
thresholded distributions 0.1469 0.0784 0.0152
Maximum training sensitivity plus 
specificity 0.2625 0.0500 0.0202
Equal training sensitivity and 
specificity 0.3082 0.0419 0.0455
10 percentile training presence 0.3858 0.0311 0.0909
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Figure 1.1:  Median-joining haplotype network with geographic color coding along 
north-south axis: White - British Columbia, northeastern Oregon, Idaho, Yellow - 
southern Oregon, Sierra Nevada, Nevada, Utah, Green - Arizona, New Mexico, Blue-
green - Sierra Madre Oriental, Black - Michoacán. Haplotype frequency corresponds with 
size of circles. For simplicity, the network displays the only two nested clades (1-9 and 
2-1) recovered from NCPA with significant departure from null hypothesis of no 
geographic association. Smallest dots and hash marks represent unsampled haplotypes.
Figure 1.2:  Semi-log regression plot of genetic distance over geographic distance 
(Slatkin 1993). Comparisons drawn in solid circles represent distances among 
populations within the United States/Canada. Open circles represent distance 
comparisons between Mexican and all other population samples. The gray dashed slope 
represents expected values among all comparisons (solid and open circles; p < 0.0001; R-
squared = 0.285), the black slope illustrates Canadian and US samples only (p = 0.796; 
R-squared = 0.001).
Figure 1.3:  Regression curve and 95% C.I. contrasting proportion of private haplotypes 
and #k. Strong outliers denote increased isolation and reduced migration rates (above 
regression line) or clustering and increased migration (below).
Figure 1.4:  Frequency plots of effective population size # and migration rate M 
parameters for all Canada and the United States populations combined in comparison to 
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Nuevo León. Breaks in color shading delimits 50% (black-dark gray) and 95% (dark 
gray-light gray) confidence intervals.
Figure 1.5:  Select mismatch distributions for a pooled group (all populations included; 
A), northern Utah (B), southern New Mexico (D), and Nuevo León (D). Bars show 
observed pairwise sequence differences in a population. The line reflects an expected 
distribution under a recent population expansion model. Mismatch distributions for all 
populations not shown indicated recent population expansion (see A & B). Both 
populations from New Mexico differed significantly from expansion (C). Raggedness 
level in Nuevo León sample (D) indicated a stable population (see Table 2.5).
Figure 1.6:  Bayesian skyline plot tracking changes in median effective population size 
through the recent history of the Flammulated Owl. C.I. of 95% was drawn inside dashed 
lines surrounding median estimates.
Figure 1.7:  Extrinsic receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves from test (light 
gray), training (black dashed), and random (dark gray) model predictions and affiliated 
AUC values. The result indicated model fit and range specificity of the tested taxon under 
the 12 variables of the climatic regime. The standard deviation was based on 500 
iterations.
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Figure 1.8:  Estimates of suitable habitat for the Flammulated Owl predicted from 
transferral of ecological niche model under palaeoclimatic conditions 21 kya (A). The 
niche modeling output for the current bioclimatic variables as predicted by Maxent is 
shown on map B. The threshold for the cutoff of suitable habitat was chosen at the 
minimum training presence with the highest possible logistic value (0.116) without 
omitting any presence records.
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CHAPTER 2
LANDSCAPE-MEDIATED DISTRIBUTION OF GENETIC VARIATION
IN THE FLAMMULATED OWL (OTUS FLAMMEOLUS)
Abstract
Phylogeographic approaches do not always capture the appropriate scale to clarify 
intraspecific population demographics and history. For the Flammulated Owl (Otus 
flammeolus), phylogeographic explanations did not capture the detail of the distribution 
of genetic diversity across the range. Here, I applied linear regression models to 
investigate relationships between landscape and ecological features with genetic diversity 
indices from mitochondrial ATPase sequences. The species is semi-colonial, feeds on 
insects, and is distributed throughout fragmented montane dry forests in southern and 
western North America. Population sizes, territory density estimates obtained in the field, 
and habitat suitability averages calculated from ecological niche modeling distributions 
were good predictors of nucleotide diversity. Despite the fact that the connectivity 
measures of isolation and proximity were not correlated with genetic diversity, proximity 
did show a very strong positive relationship with current population sizes in the absence 
of genetic variables. In the same model, habitat suitability was also strongly affiliated 
with population size. The results indicated that metapopulation dynamics among habitat 
patches of various sizes, habitat quality, and population densities are important in shaping 
genetic diversity and distributions in this species.
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Introduction
The distribution of species across landscapes and the factors influencing intra- 
and interspecific diversity have been at the center of research in evolution and ecology 
for several decades. The groundbreaking principle of island biogeography (MacArthur 
and Wilson 1967) and the study of metapopulation dynamics (Hanski 2004; Levins 1969) 
have triggered vigorous debate following their initial exploration, but have proven to be 
lasting paradigms with far reaching influence on new and old disciplines alike (Lomolino 
and Brown 2009).
Most organisms are scattered across structured landscapes among patches of 
variable sizes, connectivity, and quality, which in turn impact extinction and colonization 
dynamics (Franzén and Nilsson 2010; Simberloff and Wilson 1969). Patch sizes and 
degree of isolation influence genetic drift, gene flow, and natural selection, the factors in 
charge of genetic variation in populations (Frankham 1996). Isolated and small 
populations are particularly vulnerable to extinctions caused by fluctuations and 
stochastic changes in the environment since they are genetically less variable due to 
genetic drift or reduced immigration (Ditto and Frey 2007). Whereas, high genetic 
diversity has been linked to increased dispersal and population sizes, low diversity can 
lead to a decrease in life expectancy and fitness (Vandewoestijne et al. 2008). Genetically 
impoverished populations often suffer from lower immune responses to disease and high 
parasite loads (Whiteman et al. 2006), putting a strain on fecundity (Ortego et al. 2007). 
Life history factors may also play a part in the success or failure of local populations. 
Species living in colonies or those exhibiting resource competition behavior are more 
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likely to face local extinction than solitary taxa or organisms “scrambling” for resources 
(Best et al. 2007; Lees and Peres 2008).
Within the realm of conservation biology, anthropogenically transformed 
landscapes have provided the most immediate testing grounds for the concepts of island 
biogeography and metapopulation dynamics (Hanski 2004). The genetic effects of 
dramatic patch size reduction and isolation due to habitat loss for species of conservation 
concern have received considerable attention (Gebremedhin et al. 2009; Simberloff and 
Abele 1976; Toro and Caballero 2005). Nevertheless, shifts in natural habitats and 
landscapes during the late Quaternary have also contributed extensively to the current 
distribution of biological diversity (Avise and Walker 1998; Smith et al. 2009) and may 
reflect classic metapopulation dynamics even in common taxa (O'Keefe et al. 2009). 
Increased rates of immigration have shown to be effective in accumulating genetic 
diversity, even in recently founded populations (Hansson et al. 2000) and historic 
bottlenecks or local extinctions have been common in many temperate taxa (Ruedi and 
Castella 2003; Taylor et al. 2007). Both patterns represent longterm metapopulation 
dynamics of recolonization and local extinction across past species distributions. 
However, empirical data on metapopulation dynamics of mobile species with shallow 
genetic structure among populations are still rare (Ortego et al. 2008; Seppa and Laurila 
1999) 
Ecological factors have been considered in determining species abundance at 
current temporal scales (Wilson et al. 2009), and also in the distribution of genetic 
variation across stable ecological landscapes (Muñoz-Fuentes et al. 2009; Pease et al. 
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2009). This diversification may not always lead to ecological speciation as observed in 
the classic example of cichlid fish in Eastern Africa (Schluter 1993; Wagner and McCune 
2009), but landscape and ecology play an important role in maintaining variation among 
populations (Antolin et al. 2006). Methods in ecological niche modeling (ENM) are 
advancing quickly and provide a simple technique to estimate habitat affinities across 
entire distributions (Peterson 2001; Phillips et al. 2006). They can also be used to shed 
light on past distributions of species by model transferals using known palaeoclimatic 
variables (Peterson et al. 2007). Estimates provided by ENMs are independent measures 
of habitat suitability, which lend themselves for comparison with more traditional 
benchmarks of habitat affinities including population sizes and densities (Sattler et al. 
2007) or phylogeographic patterns and genetic diversity (Cordellier and Pfenninger 
2009). Unfortunately, empirical data on statistical comparisons with ecological 
population parameters are scarce (Strubbe and Matthysen 2009).
To avoid the limitations of low sample sizes in rare or threatened species, 
choosing a common taxon across various patch sizes and degrees of connectivity would 
certainly promote the study of metapopulation dynamics in natural populations (Ortego et  
al. 2008). Although illusive, the insectivorous Flammulated Owl (Otus flammeolus) is a 
common species that is found in semi-colonial clusters throughout dry and open forests in 
the mountains of western and southern North America (McCallum 1994a; Oleyar et al. 
2003). Breeding populations not only persist in large and connected forests of the Rocky 
Mountains, Sierra Nevada, and Cascade ranges, but also in small stands located on sky 
islands across the North American west (Dunham et al. 1996; Spellman et al. 2007). The 
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species lacks phylogenetic structure and with the exception of one population in 
northeastern Mexico, gene flow among most populations across the range is very high. 
Genetic variation among population samples from numerous, widely scattered localities 
was ambiguous with regards to proposed Pleistocene refugia (Mika and Klicka, 
submitted). The objective of this study was to investigate which ecological and landscape 
factors were responsible for the geographic distribution of population sizes and genetic 
variation across the distribution of the Flammulated Owl. This was accomplished by 
testing whether either dependent variable was correlated with patch size, population 
territory density, isolation, proximity, and latitude. Furthermore, I investigated whether 
ecological niche models were good predictors for the current occupancy and genetic 
variation measured in the species. To meet the objectives, I used owl density estimates 
obtained for twelve localities during field explorations and metapopulation metrics 
calculated from digital distribution maps. Genetic diversity estimates were calculated for 
all breeding populations using 829 base pairs of the mitochondrial (mtDNA) marker 
ATPase 8 & 6.
Materials and Methods
Sample summary
I compiled genetic samples from 137 individuals representing 12 populations 
taken from throughout the species distribution (see Appendix I; samples without 
asterisks). The reduced sample size in comparison to . These included migratory 
populations from the northern extent of the range and permanent residents from southern 
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Mexico. For each genetic population sample, I considered local territory densities 
(DAREADJ), patch sizes (SIZE), a proximity metric (PROX), patch isolation (ISO), 
latitude (LAT), a measure of ecological population size (comprised of territory density 
multiplied by patch size [POPSIZE]), and a current habitat suitability estimate 
(MAXNOW) based on maximum entropy logistic values from ecological niche models.
Field methods
Owls were censused using recorded call playback. To increase survey efficiency 
at night, transects were pre-surveyed during daylight hours. I waited at the first survey 
point until dark before starting initial playback broadcast. Appropriate darkness was 
determined as the time when tree vegetation became only visible as a black outline 
contrasting with the sky. Before the first playback bout, I listened for up to three minutes 
to detect unsolicited calling by males. Then, a minute of continuous male playback was 
broadcast at a moderate volume imitating the male territorial call using an mp3-player 
connected to a self-amplified speaker. Playback was broadcast in all directions by slowly 
turning the speaker 360 degrees. It was followed by one minute of silence to listen for 
responses. I then repeated this sequence at least three times, in some cases increasing the 
number of sequences due to high ambient noise from wind, water, or airplanes. Initial owl 
responses were identified and bearings in the direction of the call response and their 
estimated distances were recorded. Along a transect, distances between calling stations 
were kept at approximately 400 meters, adjusting them to topography, vegetation, and 
increased ambient noise. Each response by a male bird was assumed to represent a 
breeding territory.
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Due to the migratory nature of O. flammeolus, genetic samples of 137 individuals 
were obtained only during the breeding season. I captured most individuals using a male 
territorial playback call and a single mist net at locations deemed suitable during 
preliminary daytime surveys. Before final release, each bird was processed at the location 
of capture and one inner secondary flight feather and one central tail feather were saved 
as genetic samples. 
Analytical and laboratory techniques
Total genomic DNA for all specimens was extracted from feather and tissue 
samples using standard protocols found in the DNeasy Tissue Kit (Qiagen, Valencia CA). 
For all feather samples, I supplemented the initial incubation solution with 30 µl of 
Dithiothreitol (DTT) to dissolve the sheath of the feather calamus. I amplified and 
sequenced 829 base pairs of the overlapping genetic markers ATPase 8 and 6 (ATPase) 
from the mitochondrial genome (mtDNA) for all 163 individuals using the primers 
CO2GQL (5’-GGA CAA TGC TCA GAA ATC TGC GG-3’) and CO3HMH (5’-CAT 
GGG CTG GGG TCR ACT ATG TGH-3’) (Greenberg et al. 1998; Joseph et al. 2003). 
PCR reactions of 12.5 µl were prepared and executed under the following amplification 
conditions: initial 10 minute denaturation at 94ºC followed by 40 cycles of 94ºC for 30s 
(denaturation), 54ºC for 45s (annealing), and 72ºC for one minute (elongation). Finally, a 
10 minute extension phase was followed by a 4ºC soak. Successful amplifications were 
purified using the Exosap-IT (USB Corporation) purification following a heating protocol 
of 15 minutes at 37ºC with a subsequent phase of 15 minutes at 80ºC. Sequencing 
reactions of 20 µl were performed using Big Dye Terminator v3.1 (Applied Biosystems) 
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and purified with a magnetic bead cleanup (Agencourt Biosciences). Sequences were 
analyzed on an ABI 3100-Avant automated sequencer (Applied Biosystems). Sequences 
were aligned and verified by eye using Sequencher 4.8 (Gene Codes Corporation) and 
checked for anomalies (pseudogenes) (Sorenson and Quinn 1998) by comparing them to 
homologous mtDNA sequence from the Barred Owl (Strix varia).
I calculated territory densities (DAREADJ) per square kilometer (km2) by 
overlaying transects on digital versions of 1:24,000-scale topographic maps (USGS) or 
maps available within the Google Earth 5.1 software package (Google Inc.). Each 
transect was assumed to cover an area of up to 400 meters broadcast reach in all 
directions and summed up over the entire transect length. The distance was reduced under 
poor wind conditions and limited forest cover. The number of encountered male response 
calls was divided by the area surrounding each transect. Densities from multiple transects 
within one population were averaged. For late season surveys (July & August), I 
multiplied density values by 1.65 (Barnes and Belthoff 2008) to account for the decreased 
response probabilities of males occupying breeding territories in this species. I tested for 
first order serial correlation of density from a preliminary simple regression model by 
applying the Durbin-Watson statistic (Durbin and Watson 1971) and Breusch-Godfrey 
serial correlation LM test (Breusch 1979; Godfrey 1978).
To estimate patch sizes and isolation of individual populations, I used current 
distribution estimates obtained from ecological niche models (Guisan and Zimmermann 
2000) and applied location records from our field data collection into a maximum entropy  
method implemented in the program Maxent 3.2.1 (Phillips et al. 2006). From a suite of 
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19 previously compiled climatic layers (Hijmans et al. 2005; Waltari et al. 2007) I 
eliminated all parameters with an “Area Under the Receiver Operating Characteristic 
(ROC) Curve” (AUC) below 0.75 (Table 1.4). I created binary maps of suitable and 
unsuitable habitat using ArcGIS 9.2 (ESRI Corp., Redlands, CA) by averaging three 
independent Maxent runs. Among the thresholds tested by the program, the cutoff for 
suitable habitat was chosen at a level rejecting the lowest 25% of predicted logistic 
values. In doing so, I obtained maps containing all individual genetic samples within 
suitable habitat with the least amount of overestimation. I transferred suitability maps to 
the software package ImageJ 1.42q (National Institute of Health, Washington DC) for 
pixel calibration and patch size estimation. The sizes of disjunct patches found within one 
population sample were averaged. I calculated the independent variable MAXNOW from 
the average logistic value obtained from current niche modeling estimates using 
maximum entropy. Isolation estimates (ISO) were measured as total area (km2) of 
neighboring patches within a buffer of 500 km in diameter (Fig. 2.1). This method has 
proven to be a successful predictor for animal immigration across various taxa (Bender et 
al. 2003). The buffer represented an assumed 1-step dispersal distance. For each 
population patch i, a proximity metric (PROX) was calculated using equation (1), where 
aijs is the area of neighboring patch j and dijs is the distance between the nearest edges of 
the focal patch i and neighboring patch j. Values for each neighboring patch within the 
buffer distance (see ISO) were summed to produce a proximity estimate for each focal 
patch (Wilson et al. 2009).
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PROX = aijsdijsi=1
n
! (1)
Multiple linear regression (R version 2.10.1; R-Project for Statistical Computing) 
was used to test the effects of independent variables on the responses of nucleotide (!) 
and haplotype diversity (h) in our mtDNA marker ATPase 8 & 6. I used the Anderson-
Darling test for normality on each variable (Anderson and Darling 1954) and applied a 
log-normal (ln) transformation to treat non-normal distributions of variables. A full model 
including the independent variables DAREADJ, POPSIZE, PROX, ISO, LAT, and 
MAXNOW was utilized as starting point for model selection. I used Mallows Cp statistics 
and plots (Mallows 1973) and the adjusted R-squared (Zhu et al. 2009) to select the best 
model. Mallows Cp represents a measure of model suitability for a prediction based on 
sum of squared errors (Ronchetti and Staudte 1994). The model with the lowest Cp-value 
or the highest adjusted R-squared value respectively was chosen as most adequate for our 
data. Variance inflation factors (VIF) were evaluated for all models (Stine 1995) and 
collinearity was rejected below the conservative cutoff values of five (Craney and Surles 
2002). Furthermore, I separated the components (DAREADJ and SIZE) of the integrated 
variable POPSIZE to detect collinearity and independent effects in the model. This was 
accomplished by plotting residuals from the integrated simple regression (! = dependent 
variable, POPSIZE = independent variable) over separated observed DAREADJ and 
SIZE values. To test for constant variance, a studentized version of the Breusch-Pagan 
test for heteroscedasticity (non-constant variance) was applied to the models (Breusch 
and Pagan 1979; Koenker 1981).
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Results
Nucleotide diversity indices (!) ranged from 0.0013 to 0.0031 with Michoacán as 
an outlier with a value of 0.0006 (Table 2.1). Haplotype indices (h) in most population 
samples ranged between 0.709 and 0.894. Lower estimates came from the southern Sierra 
Nevada mountain range sample with 0.628 and the non-migratory population from 
Michoacán with 0.485. Seasonally adjusted territory density estimates (DAREADJ) 
throughout the 12 localities ranged from 9.63 to 2.39 per km2. The three highest values 
were encountered in Nuevo León (9.63), Idaho (9.54), and northeastern Oregon (8.21). 
The transects with the lowest densities were located in the Sierra Nevada (2.39) and 
Michoacán (3.09). The proximity (PROX) and isolation metrics (ISO; high value 
represents little isolation) appeared to be very high for the population in Idaho (9573.8; 
49159 respectively) and low for Nuevo León, Michoacán, Nevada, and the population in 
Arizona (14-82.3; 1142-6976). Ecological population sizes (POPSIZE) were particularly 
large throughout Oregon and Idaho (316471-144790) and comparatively modest in 
Nuevo León, Michoacán, and Nevada (9355-558). Habitat suitability (MAXNOW) was 
highest in eastern Oregon, southern New Mexico, Arizona, and southern Oregon 
(0.797-0.739) and lowest in Michoacán and eastern Nevada (0.336-0.323). The variables 
SIZE, PROX, and POPSIZE required a log-normal transformation due to the lack of 
normality. Density estimates contained in DAREADJ were not serially autocorrelated 
(DW test = 2.58, p = 0.858; LM test = 2.068, p = 0.15).
I excluded genetic variation indices for the evaluation of the factors predicting 
population size and detected a strong correlation with the habitat suitability values 
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provided by ecological niche modeling (MAXNOW; Fig. 2.2). In the presence of 
proximity and density variables, habitat suitability exhibited strong predictive power for 
population sizes (Adj. R2 = 0.944; p < 0.00001). Proximity performed similarly well in 
the same model (p < 0.0005). Therefore, I avoided potential collinearity between 
population size and habitat suitability by developing separate linear regression models 
containing either of the two independent variables for subsequent landscape genetic 
analyses.
Among the two genetic diversity indices examined in the study, only nucleotide 
diversity (!) was significantly related with any of the suggested independent landscape 
and ecological factors. When I excluded habitat suitability from a model with the 
dependent variable !, population size and density were significant predictors of ! in the 
best fit model (Table 2.2 A). The relationship appeared relatively strong with an adjusted 
R-square of 0.755. Even though density is a component of population size, a visual 
representation, using residual values from the simple regression (2) and plotting them 
separately over density and patch size (SIZE) estimates (Fig. 2.3), confirmed independent 
behavior between density and the integrated population size (Fig. 2.3 A, B). Low VIF 
estimates of 1.074 in the best fit model among both independent variables (Table 2.2) 
demonstrated lack of collinearity corroborating the visual evidence. Populations with 
lower density generally underperformed with regards to the expected ! (Fig. 2.3 B; see 
box below residual zero). Populations with higher density outperformed model 
expectations (Fig. 2.3 B; see box above residual zero). In contrast, the distribution of 
residuals across patch size (Fig. 2.2 C) closely resembled the pattern observed in the 
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visualization of the regression between ! and population size (Fig 2.2 A). I confirmed this 
observation by testing collinearity with both estimates (POPSIZE & SIZE) included in 
the model (VIF = 20.28). Populations underperforming genetically showed similar 
variation in patch size than populations with higher than expected ! estimates (Fig. 2.3 C; 
see boxes below and above residual zero).
After replacing population size with habitat suitability in a second series of model 
selection, my best fit model consisted of density and suitability as significant predictors 
for ! (Fig. 2.4) featuring an adjusted R-square of 0.753. Once again, I did not detect 
collinearity between explanatory variables (VIF in Table 2.2 B).
Discussion
Landscape and ecological features accurately predicted Flammulated Owl 
distribution and genetic variation in a metapopulation framework (Vandewoestijne et al. 
2008). The major conclusions we can draw from our results were: First, population sizes 
appeared to be strongly correlated with a model comprised of habitat suitability under 
current climatic conditions, proximity estimates of focal populations to their neighboring 
patches, and population densities. Second, indicators such as population sizes, density 
estimates, and habitat suitability were good predictors of genetic diversity. Third, 
variables linked to degrees of connectivity were not relevant for the distribution of 
genetic diversity, but proximity was strongly correlated with current population sizes.
Ecological niche models have recently been criticized for their limitation of 
habitat prediction, particularly when the organism in question is capable of using several 
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habitat types that are in close regional proximity (Godsoe 2010). However, pixel-specific 
logistic values (MAXNOW) obtained from the maximum entropy method in Maxent 
(Phillips et al. 2006) appeared to be strongly correlated with assumed population sizes 
(Fig. 2.2). Although Flammulated Owls are found using several types of forest flora 
(Marti 1997), they are believed to prefer dry and open montane habitats within a specific 
forest physiognomy (Linkhart 1984). Climatic envelopes described the habitat 
requirements in Flammulated Owls precisely for the scale of this study (Fig. 2.2). 
However, our population size estimate was strongly driven by patch sizes (Fig. 2.3 A & 
C) and larger patches generally provide a buffer against forest disturbance (Honnay et al. 
1999). Therefore, we expected to find higher degrees of habitat suitability in larger 
habitat patches. In addition, areas with optimal habitat can have high colonization rates 
and large population sizes despite a relatively high degree of isolation from other patches 
(Franzén and Nilsson 2010; Grant Hokit et al. 2010).
Population densities (DAREADJ) showed a significant positive correlation to 
dependent variables in all best fit models tested in this study. In Flammulated Owls, 
population densities have been correlated with the availability of nesting cavities 
(Arsenault 2007). Foraging resource quality is also important for reproductive output in 
this species and is believed to influence higher return rates in good quality patches (Mika 
2003). Abundance in both of these resources has the potential to positively impact local 
densities. However, density is not always positively correlated with high quality habitat 
(García et al. 2007). Species living in small isolated patches with limited carrying 
capacities often reached high population densities even when habitats were of poor 
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quality (Hale and Briskie 2009). High density estimates may also reflect past levels of 
quality and a response lag by an organism with high site tenacity (van Horne 1983). 
Consequently, it has been recommended to complement density estimates with an 
independent measure of habitat quality before making an inference on habitat quality 
(Vickery et al. 1992). We accomplished this by implementing ENM values of habitat 
suitability, which confirmed a positive correlation of both density and habitat suitability 
in the models for genetic diversity and population size. Furthermore, populations with 
high density values outperformed a model of genetic diversity explained by population 
sizes (Fig 2.2 A &B), whereas low density patches generally underperformed. In a study 
on Tree Swallows (Tachycineta bicolor), increased genetic variation was found in poorer 
quality habitat, which produced smaller numbers of offspring (Porlier et al. 2009). The 
authors suggested that poor habitats were in closer proximity to migration routes and 
early occupants, which generally consisted of genetically more diverse groups, were 
compelled to establish territories quickly without regard to habitat quality. In most other 
cases, genetic diversity was integral in maintaining high fitness levels in large and well 
connected habitat patches (Vandewoestijne et al. 2008; White and Searle 2007).
Patch size (SIZE), one important factor in metapopulation dynamics for 
colonization rates and local extinctions (Franzén and Nilsson 2010), was a good predictor 
of genetic diversity in Flammulated Owls. We used the more realistic population size 
estimate (POPSIZE) to capture patch sizes in the analyses. In mobile taxa, the chances of 
prospecting birds tracking down patches may simply be higher for larger patch sizes 
(Bowler and Benton 2005). In contrast, the degree of proximity (PROX) did not influence 
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the distribution of genetic variation, but was strongly correlated with population sizes. 
Phylogeographic analysis of the Flammulated Owl revealed that genetic distance between 
populations was not correlated with geographic distance, which emphasizes that isolation 
has a minimal impact on genetic diversity even at a deeper evolutionary timescale (Mika 
and Klicka, submitted). The increased accumulation of genetic diversity in large patches 
compared to small ones (Gotelli 1991) may be a function of a limited number of 
territories at smaller patches and reduced diversity as a reflection of local census 
numbers. This pattern is corroborated by the fact that the independent variable POPSIZE 
included local demographics.
 The correlation of the proximity metric with population sizes may simply be a 
function of large patches being much closer to neighboring patches because of their size. 
However, the population size estimate is a more current measure of Flammulated Owl 
distribution than genetic diversity, which reflects a deeper temporal scale. Proximity is 
therefore playing a role in the immediate demographic distribution through stepping-
stone dispersal inflating population sizes in nearby localities. Inevitably, genetic patterns 
and isolation-by-distance resulting from proximity would be eliminated by continuously 
high levels of gene flow (Clegg et al. 2003). Smaller populations with lower densities 
appeared to contain lower levels of genetic diversity regardless of distances to 
neighboring patches.
Although isolation appeared less important for the distribution of intraspecific 
diversity, Flammulated Owls exhibited a classic pattern of metapopulation dynamics. 
Smaller patches may have been less stable and even absent at some point in time through 
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natural fluctuations, but these patches were recolonized when conditions improved 
(Hames et al. 2001). Large patches on the other hand faced a less drastic impact from 
habitat fluctuations and maintained or increased genetic diversity over longer time 
periods. Ecological factors and landscapes played an important role in distribution, 
demographics, and genetic diversity in the Flammulated Owl. Incongruent patterns 
obtained from previous phylogeographic analyses were explained by patch and 
population sizes, density estimates, and habitat quality measures.
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Table 2.1:  Observations and estimates of dependent and independent variables for linear 
regression models. DAREADJ was assessed as the number of territories per square 
kilometer, SIZE and ISO as square kilometers, POPSIZE as product of DAREADJ and 
SIZE, and MAXNOW as logistic values of habitat suitability using a maximum entropy 
procedure. AZ = Arizona; BC = British Columbia; ID = Idaho; MX-S = Michoacán, 
Mexico; NM-S = southern New Mexico; NV-E = central-eastern Nevada; NV-N = 
northeastern Nevada; MX-NE = Nuevo León, Mexico; OR-NE = northeastern Oregon; 
OR-S = southern Oregon; CA/NV-W = Sierra Nevada, California and Nevada; UT-S = 
southern Utah
Location ! h
DARE-
ADJ SIZE PROX ISO* LAT
POP-
SIZE
MAX-
NOW
AZ 0.0022 0.889 3.38 18652 65.2 2599 35.13 63045 0.764
BC 0.0019 0.778 5.09 6092 2543.7 25439 50.77 31007 0.484
ID 0.0031 0.889 9.54 15177 9573.8 49159 44.81 144790 0.56
MX-S 0.0006 0.485 3.09 181 25.1 2692 19.42 558 0.336
NM-S 0.0024 0.879 5.14 4184 14 1419 32.76 21507 0.784
NV-E 0.0017 0.802 5.28 176 82.3 6976 39.1 928 0.323
NV-N 0.0016 0.709 4.86 817 202.5 11864 41.79 3972 0.5
MX-NE 0.0024 0.727 9.63 971 13.6 1142 24.65 9355 0.548
OR-NE 0.0030 0.756 8.21 38547 2607.8 15260 45.29 316471 0.797
OR-S 0.0026 0.894 3.54 45912 1522.2 20697 42.99 162527 0.739
CA/NV-W 0.0013 0.628 2.39 15130 936.5 15629 37.79 36161 0.67
UT-S 0.0027 0.894 4.8 4969 1724.8 17759 37.84 23853 0.599
* high value represents less isolation
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Table 2.2:  General Linear Model statistics with nucleotide diversity (%) from 12 
localities as dependent variable. B replaces POPSIZE with MAXNOW niche model 
estimate. Variance inflation factor (VIF) measures collinearity among independent 
variables using. Mallow’s Cp determines 
Model
Dependent 
variable Estimate
Std. 
Error t p VIF
Adj. 
R2
Mallow’s 
Cp
A - Full DAREADJ 1.41E-04 6.40E-05 2.211 0.069 1.405 0.651 6.0
Pop. size POPSIZE * 2.53E-04 9.26E-05 2.733 0.034 1.937
PROX * -4.39E-05 1.72E-04 -0.255 0.807 8.902
ISO -1.98E-09 2.31E-08 -0.086 0.935 5.774
LAT 1.22E-05 2.56E-05 0.477 0.651 2.958
A - Best fit  DAREADJ 1.38E-04 4.69E-05 2.945 0.016 1.074 0.755 0.320
Pop. size POPSIZE * 2.46E-04 5.78E-05 4.265 0.002 1.074
B - Full DAREADJ 1.73E-04 7.70E-05 2.246 0.066 2.262 0.624 7.0
Maxent MAXNOW 2.55E-03 8.72E-04 2.927 0.026 1.314
PROX * -2.37E-08 2.25E-07 -0.105 0.920 23.58
ISO 1.28E-08 4.71E-08 0.271 0.796 26.66
LAT 1.23E-05 2.60E-05 0.472 0.472 3.376
B - Best fit  DAREADJ 1.76E-04 4.59E-05 3.839 0.005 1.023 0.753 1.255
Maxent MAXNOW 2.48E-04 6.87E-05 3.613 0.007 1.034
PROX * 8.69E-04 4.99E-05 1.741 0.120 1.057
* Log-normal transformation, bold = statistically significant (! = 0.05), italic VIF < 5 (cutoff)
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Figure 2.1:  ImageJ graph used for patch size, isolation, and proximity estimates. The 
population patch is in the center surrounded by neighboring patches within a buffer of 
500 km in diameter.
Figure 2.2:  Partial residual plot for habitat suitability estimate (MAXNOW) predicting 
population sizes in the presence of proximity (PROX) and territory density (DAREADJ) 
estimates.
Figure 2.3:  Simple regression plot of nucleotide diversity index (!) over integrated 
independent variable of population size (POPSIZE) (A). Residual plot from regression A 
over observed territory density (DAREADJ) estimates (B). Residual plot from regression 
A over observed patch sizes (SIZE) (C).
Figure 2.4:  Partial residual plots of territory density (DAREADJ; A) and habitat 
suitability (MAXNOW; B). Both are significant predictors of nucleotide diversity (!).
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Figure 2.1
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Adj. R2 = 0.753; p-value < 0.01
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CHAPTER 3
CONCLUSION
Genetic consequences of the biology and life history of migratory Flammulated 
Owls (Otus flammeolus) appear to be unequivocal at first. The physiological and 
morphological tools for long-distance mobility to track abundant food resources during 
migration (McCallum 1994a; Oleyar et al. 2003) and the limited number of records 
reporting natal site-fidelity would indicate high levels of gene flow across the range 
(Cadahía et al. 2009). We indeed observed panmixia among most populations using the 
mitochondrial marker ATPase 8 & 6 with the exception of a disjunct group inhabiting the 
Sierra Madre Oriental mountain range in northeastern Mexico in the state of Nuevo León. 
Despite small genetic differences among all haplotypes in our study, the separation over 
an extended period of time, and a subsequent accumulation of private haplotypes 
signified drastically lower gene flow to and from Nuevo León (Höglund et al. 2009), a 
fact validated by coalescent analysis using Migrate-n 3.0 (Beerli 2006) and significant 
pairwise FST values (Barrowclough 1980).
However, the propensity for far reaching gene flow and migration in the 
Flammulated Owl raised questions about the reasons for the Sierra Madre Oriental range 
containing a unique population and the barriers limiting gene flow to and from 
northeastern Mexico. One major force in divergence of populations and subspecies of 
migratory birds has been the evolution of different migration routes (Joseph et al. 2003; 
Ruegg et al. 2006). Separated eastern (McCallum 1994b) and western routes with the 
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former supplying Nuevo León and the latter contributing to populations in the United 
States and Canada in addition to dispersing juveniles following a familiar dispersal route 
would elucidate the population divergence. Another explanation may lie in the unique 
landscape characteristics of Nuevo León (Muñoz-Fuentes et al. 2009). As our landscape 
study has shown, proximity among populations was less responsible for the distribution 
of genetic diversity than patch or population sizes at each locality (Table 2.2). 
Flammulated Owls from northwestern Mexico were found on some of the smallest 
patches in the entire study (Table 2.1), and small patches have the tendency to receive 
less immigrants than large ones (Bowler and Benton 2005; Ortego et al. 2008). This fact 
was corroborated by relatively low immigration rates measured by Migrate-n (Fig. 1.4). 
The emigration estimate from Nuevo León was even smaller than immigration. Since 
Flammulated Owls show high levels of site fidelity among successful adults in following 
years (Arsenault et al. 2005), having the highest territory density estimate for all localities 
and an intermediate habitat suitability value in Nuevo León may indicate good quality 
resources birds prefer in subsequent years (Vandewoestijne et al. 2008). A similar genetic 
pattern with a separated population along the Sierra Madre Oriental, but a much stronger 
signal of population expansion into the United States and Canada was recovered in a 
study on MacGillivray’s Warblers (Milá et al. 2000). However, no landscape genetic 
analyses were provided to make comparisons with our species. The results obtained here 
underline the importance of combining historical perspectives obtained from 
phylogeographic and population genetic studies with landscape genetic approaches to 
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obtain a more complete picture of population histories in taxa (Grant Hokit et al. 2010; 
Porlier et al. 2009).
The one similarity between our results from population genetics and landscape 
procedures was independently acquired indicators of high levels of migration. According 
to genetic measures of isolation-by-distance (Holsinger and Mason-Gamer 1996; Slatkin 
1993), proportions of private haplotypes (Goodacre et al. 2005), and FST values (Wright 
1969), gene flow was generally very high with one exception (Nuevo León). Comparing 
metapopulation dynamics with the distribution of genetic diversity, none of the distance-
related independent variables of proximity to neighboring patches, isolation, and latitude 
predicted geographic patterns of diversity indices. It appeared that remote patches did not 
suffer the genetic consequences of isolation but rather of patch sizes, which we construed 
as evidence of wide-ranging migration (Esler 2000).
Due to conservation concerns for rare or threatened species, genetic consequences 
of small patch sizes have received the most attention and debate in metapopulation 
studies (Simberloff and Abele 1976). Small population sizes were generally correlated 
with lower levels of genetic diversity (Frankham 1996; White and Searle 2007) resulting 
in higher susceptibility to disease (Whiteman et al. 2006) and decreased fecundity 
(Campbell et al. 2010). Levels of inbreeding in a fragmented landscape structure 
(Saccheri et al. 1998), habitat quality estimation in patches of various sizes and their 
effects on population densities (García et al. 2007), and ecological traits of habitat 
patches and corridors as predictors of connectivity (Grant Hokit et al. 2010) were all 
studied in a conservation framework. Unfortunately, few empirical studies have focused 
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on common and mobile taxa or examined landscape genetics across large distributions. 
One regional metapopulation study on the Lesser Kestrel (Falco naumanni) was able to 
prove reduced genetic diversity and immigration in smaller subpopulations (Ortego et al. 
2008). Similarly to the study conducted here, they hypothesized a smaller chance of 
individual dispersers finding small patches throughout the landscape (Bowler and Benton 
2005). A number of vertebrate taxa did confirm metapopulation characteristics based on 
genetic variation in regional samples (García et al. 2007; Gebremedhin et al. 2009; 
Muñoz-Fuentes et al. 2009), but this distribution-wide approach implementing ENMs to 
predict the distribution and individual suitable patches, population density estimates from 
the field, and genetic diversity indices is unique.
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APPENDIX
SPECIMEN DATA
Genus Species Band/Tissue # H State Specific Locality Lat Long
Otus flammeolus 1603-03033 1 AZ Woody Ridge, 18.5 mi WSW of Flagstaff 35˚04.005N/111˚54.964W
Otus flammeolus 1603-03034 2 AZ Woody Ridge, 18.5 mi WSW of Flagstaff 35˚04.005N/111˚54.964W
Otus flammeolus 1603-03035 2 AZ Woody Ridge, 17.0 mi WSW of Flagstaff 35˚04.019N/111˚52.893W
Otus flammeolus 1603-03036 3 AZ Woody Ridge, 17.0 mi WSW of Flagstaff 35˚04.019N/111˚52.893W
Otus flammeolus 1603-03037 4 AZ Woody Ridge, 16.2 mi WSW of Flagstaff 35˚04.473N/111˚52.269W
Otus flammeolus 1603-03038 5 AZ A 1 Mountain, 7.8 mi W of Flagstaff 35˚14.237N/111˚44.708W
Otus flammeolus 1603-03039 5 AZ A 1 Mountain, 7.8 mi W of Flagstaff 35˚14.094N/111˚45.630W
Otus flammeolus 1603-03040 1 AZ Woody Ridge, 17.9 mi SW of Flagstaff 35˚01.218N/111˚51.641W
Otus flammeolus 1603-03041 6 AZ Woody Ridge, 15.4 mi SW of Flagstaff 35˚04.299N/111˚51.108W
Otus flammeolus MM564 2 AZ A 1 Mountain, 7.8 mi W of Flagstaff 35˚04.299N/111˚51.108W
Otus flammeolus 1513-15601 7 BC Wheeler Mtn., 6.3 mi NW of Kamloops 50˚45.881N/120˚28.789W
Otus flammeolus 1513-15602 6 BC Wheeler Mtn., 8.2 mi NW of Kamloops 50˚45.782N/120˚31.898W
Otus flammeolus 1513-15603 5 BC Wheeler Mtn., 8.5 mi NW of Kamloops 50˚45.901N/120˚32.221W
Otus flammeolus 1513-15604 5 BC Wheeler Mtn., 8.5 mi NW of Kamloops 50˚45.901N/120˚32.221W
Otus flammeolus 1513-15605 6 BC Wheeler Mtn., 9.2 mi NW of Kamloops 50˚46.363N/120˚33.021W
Otus flammeolus 1513-15606 8 BC Wheeler Mtn., 9.2 mi NW of Kamloops 50˚46.363N/120˚33.021W
Otus flammeolus 1513-15607 5 BC Wheeler Mtn., 7.0 mi NW of Kamloops 50˚46.953N/120˚28.298W
Otus flammeolus 1513-15608 6 BC Wheeler Mtn., 7.0 mi NW of Kamloops 50˚46.442N/120˚29.577W
Otus flammeolus 1513-15609 6 BC Wheeler Mtn., 6.5 mi NW of Kamloops 50˚46.102N/120˚28.700W
Otus flammeolus 1513-15610 7 BC Wheeler Mtn., 6.6 mi NW of Kamloops 50˚46.074N/120˚28.996W
Otus flammeolus 1603-03013 13 ID Seid Creek, 12 mi NW of Cambridge 44˚43.440N/116˚48.174W
Otus flammeolus 1603-03014 5 ID Grade Creek, 16 mi NW of Cambridge 44˚47.228N/116˚48.754W
Otus flammeolus 1603-03015 14 ID Grade Creek, 16 mi NW of Cambridge 44˚47.131N/116˚48.633W
Otus flammeolus 1603-03016 15 ID Dick Ross Creek, 9.8 mi S of Bear 44˚52.965N/116˚40.035W
Otus flammeolus 1603-03017 16 ID Dick Ross Creek, 9.5 mi S of Bear 44˚53.157N/116˚40.249W
Otus flammeolus 1603-03018 6 ID Dick Ross Creek, 9.3 mi S of Bear 44˚53.454N/116˚40.495W
Otus flammeolus 1603-03019 13 ID Crooked River, 11.5 mi S of Bear 44˚52.252N/116˚42.639W
Otus flammeolus 1603-03020 6 ID Crooked River, 11 mi S of Bear 44˚52.487N/116˚42.621W
Otus flammeolus 1603-03021 5 ID Crooked River, 10.9 mi S of Bear 44˚52.635N/116˚42.732W
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Otus flammeolus 1603-03022 5 ID Seid Creek, 12 mi NW of Cambridge 44˚43.640N/116˚48.355W
Otus flammeolus MM442 2 Mich. Guiramo, 9.6 mi W of Nuevo San Juan 19˚23.839N/102˚16.666W
Otus flammeolus MM443 2 Mich. Guiramo, 9.5 mi W of Nuevo San Juan 19˚24.236N/102˚16.614W
Otus flammeolus MM480 2 Mich. Guiramo, 9.6 mi W of Nuevo San Juan 19˚26.272N/102˚15.363W
Otus flammeolus MM481 2 Mich. Guiramo, 9.6 mi W of Nuevo San Juan 19˚25.863N/102˚16.509W
Otus flammeolus MM482 2 Mich. Guiramo, 8.7 mi W of Nuevo San Juan 19˚25.863N/102˚16.509W
Otus flammeolus MM483 2 Mich. Guiramo, 8.2 mi W of Nuevo San Juan 19˚26.157N/102˚15.890W
Otus flammeolus JK06-525 6 Mich. Guiramo, 9 mi W of Nuevo San Juan 19˚24.676N/102˚16.136W
Otus flammeolus MM484 6 Mich. Guiramo, 8.9 mi W of Nuevo San Juan 19˚24.921N/102˚16.252W
Otus flammeolus MM485 2 Mich. Guiramo, 8.9 mi W of Nuevo San Juan 19˚25.217N/102˚16.167W
Otus flammeolus MM486 2 Mich. Guiramo, 8.8 mi W of Nuevo San Juan 19˚25.575N/102˚16.159W
Otus flammeolus MX01 6 Mich. Mountain range near Morelia
Otus flammeolus MX02 6 Mich. Mountain range near Morelia
*Otus flammeolus NM8380 2 NM Oso Ridge, 16 mi WSW of Grants
*Otus flammeolus NM8318 6 NM Oso Ridge, 16 mi WSW of Grants
*Otus flammeolus NM8436 6 NM Oso Ridge, 16 mi WSW of Grants
*Otus flammeolus NM0564 6 NM Oso Ridge, 16 mi WSW of Grants
*Otus flammeolus NM0598 6 NM Oso Ridge, 16 mi WSW of Grants
*Otus flammeolus NM0543 6 NM Oso Ridge, 16 mi WSW of Grants
*Otus flammeolus NM0572 6 NM Oso Ridge, 16 mi WSW of Grants
*Otus flammeolus NM0587 6 NM Oso Ridge, 16 mi WSW of Grants
*Otus flammeolus NM8378 8 NM Oso Ridge, 16 mi WSW of Grants
*Otus flammeolus NM0570 8 NM Oso Ridge, 16 mi WSW of Grants
*Otus flammeolus NM0581 22 NM Oso Ridge, 16 mi WSW of Grants
*Otus flammeolus NM0582 23 NM Oso Ridge, 16 mi WSW of Grants
*Otus flammeolus NM0590 24 NM Oso Ridge, 16 mi WSW of Grants
*Otus flammeolus NM0597 25 NM Oso Ridge, 16 mi WSW of Grants
*Otus flammeolus NM0524 8 NM Big Pigeon, San Mateo Mtns.
*Otus flammeolus NM0525 27 NM Big Pigeon, San Mateo Mtns.
Otus flammeolus 1603-03042 24 NM Scott Able Rd, 16 mi S of Cloudcroft 32˚43.382N/105˚42.895W
Otus flammeolus 1603-03043 6 NM Agua Chiquita Rd, 16 mi S of Cloudcroft 32˚43.496N/105˚42.056W
Otus flammeolus 1603-03044 5 NM Agua Chiquita Rd, 16 mi S of Cloudcroft 32˚43.277N/105˚41.794W
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Otus flammeolus 1603-03045 6 NM Jim Lewis Rd, 18.1 mi S of Cloudcroft 32˚42.355N/105˚38.360W
Otus flammeolus 1603-03046 2 NM Jim Lewis Rd, 19.2 mi S of Cloudcroft 32˚42.111N/105˚35.917W
Otus flammeolus 1603-03047 2 NM Wills Cyn Rd, 9.6 mi S of Cloudcroft 32˚48.912N/105˚43.264W
Otus flammeolus 1603-03048 26 NM Jim Lewis Rd, 17.8 mi S of Cloudcroft 32˚42.331N/105˚39.334W
Otus flammeolus 1603-03049 6 NM Sacramento Rd, 14.5 mi S of Cloudcroft 32˚44.756N/105˚46.490W
Otus flammeolus 1603-03050 6 NM Sacramento Rd, 14.8 mi S of Cloudcroft 32˚44.472N/105˚46.317W
Otus flammeolus 1603-03051 8 NM Sacramento Rd, 14.8 mi S of Cloudcroft 32˚44.472N/105˚46.317W
Otus flammeolus NVSE001 6 NV Seligman Canyon, 28 mi SE of Eureka 39˚15.160N/115˚32.949W
Otus flammeolus NVSE002 5 NV Seligman Canyon, 28 mi SE of Eureka 39˚15.407N/115˚33.070W
Otus flammeolus NVSE003 6 NV Seligman Canyon, 28 mi SE of Eureka 39˚15.546N/115˚33.116W
Otus flammeolus MM032 5 NV Seligman Canyon, 28 mi SE of Eureka 39˚15.546N/115˚33.116W
Otus flammeolus NVS001 2 NV Seligman Canyon, 28 mi SE of Eureka 39˚15.500N/115˚33.100W
Otus flammeolus 1603-03057 28 NV Sagehen Canyon, 8.3 mi E of Ely 39˚16.119N/114˚43.296W
Otus flammeolus 1603-03058 8 NV Kalamazoo Cyn, 12.8 mi NE of McGill 39˚33.146N/114˚37.953W
Otus flammeolus 1603-03059 2 NV Deadman Canyon, 21 mi N of Baker 39˚18.892N/114˚10.522W
Otus flammeolus MM200 5 NV Deadman Canyon, 21 mi N of Baker 39˚18.828N/114˚10.411W
Otus flammeolus DHB5807 6 NV Deadman Canyon, 21 mi N of Baker 39˚18.946N/114˚10.705W
Otus flammeolus 1603-03060 5 NV McEllen Canyon, 30 mi SE of Eureka 39˚14.655N/115˚31.352W
Otus flammeolus JMD510 6 NV McEllen Canyon, 30 mi SE of Eureka 39˚14.569N/115˚31.568W
Otus flammeolus 1603-03066 5 NV Berry Creek, 9.2 mi ESE of McGill 39˚19.960N/114˚38.178W
Otus flammeolus DHB5784 5 NV Scofield Canyon, 9.2 mi ESE of McGill 39˚19.960N/114˚38.178W
Otus flammeolus 1603-03056 23 NV Canyon Creek, 11.5 mi E of Jarbidge 41˚51.663N/115˚12.439W
Otus flammeolus MM195 2 NV Jim Bob Canyon, 8.9 mi E of Jarbidge 41˚52.945N/115˚15.847W
Otus flammeolus DHB5443 6 NV Bear Creek Meadow, 3 mi S of Jarbidge 41˚50.140N/115˚27.141W
Otus flammeolus MM065 6 NV Bear Creek Mead., 4.8 mi S of Jarbidge 41˚49.746N/115˚27.582W
Otus flammeolus NVJA01 6 NV Coon Pass, 6.1 mi WSW of Jarbidge 41˚47.731N/115˚29.231W
Otus flammeolus NVJA02 5 NV Seventy-Six Cyn, 10 mi S of Jarbidge 41˚44.330N/115˚28.691W
Otus flammeolus MM557 6 NV Willow Creek, 9.3 mi S of Jarbidge 41˚43.436N/115˚25.711W
Otus flammeolus MM558 5 NV Seventy-Six Cyn, 9 mi S of Jarbidge 41˚43.419N/115˚27.197W
Otus flammeolus 1603-03063 6 NV Bull Run Mtns, 12 mi SSW of Mtn. City 41˚40.344N/116˚03.819W
Otus flammeolus 1603-03064 6 NV Seventy-Six Cyn, 9.2 mi S of Jarbidge 41˚45.058N/115˚28.611W
Otus flammeolus 1603-03065 6 NV Camp Draw, 9.3 mi S of Jarbidge 41˚45.199N/115˚26.383W
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Otus flammeolus MM621 17 NL Cerro Potosi, 2.7 mi W of Galeana 24˚53.287N/100˚13.575W
Otus flammeolus MM665 17 NL Cerro Potosi, 2.7 mi W of Galeana 24˚53.287N/100˚13.575W
Otus flammeolus MM666 17 NL Cerro Potosi, 2.5 mi W of Galeana 24˚53.133N/100˚13.309W
Otus flammeolus MM667 20 NL Cerro Potosi, 2.9 mi W of Galeana 24˚53.338N/100˚13.806W
Otus flammeolus MM657 18 NL Cerro Potosi, 2.6 mi W of Galeana 24˚53.223N/100˚13.425W
Otus flammeolus MM670 19 Coa La Ciruela, 3.5 mi E of Monterreal 25˚13.057N/100˚23.063W
Otus flammeolus MM707 6 NL Peña Nevada, 9 mi NNE of San Antonio 23˚50.415N/99˚53.762W
Otus flammeolus MM708 17 NL Peña Nevada, 9 mi NNE of San Antonio 23˚50.415N/99˚53.762W
Otus flammeolus MM709 17 NL Peña Nevada, 9 mi NNE of San Antonio 23˚50.183N/99˚53.746W
Otus flammeolus MM742 21 NL Peña Nevada, 9 mi NNE of San Antonio 23˚50.171N/99˚53.839W
Otus flammeolus MM753 17 NL Peña Nevada, 9 mi NNE of San Antonio 23˚50.444N/99˚53.796W
Otus flammeolus 1603-03023 6 OR Starkey Forest, 12.5 mi SW of Kamela 45˚17.376N/118˚33.187W
Otus flammeolus 1603-03024 6 OR Starkey Forest, 14.5 mi SW of Kamela 45˚15.287N/118˚33.297W
Otus flammeolus 1603-03025 25 OR Starkey Forest, 14.5 mi SW of Kamela 45˚15.287N/118˚33.297W
Otus flammeolus 1603-03026 6 OR Starkey Forest, 16.5 mi SW of Kamela 45˚13.558N/118˚33.952W
Otus flammeolus 1603-03027 32 OR Starkey Forest, 16.5 mi S of Kamela 45˚12.366N/118˚32.221W
Otus flammeolus 1603-03028 7 OR Starkey Forest, 15.5 mi S of Kamela 45˚13.016N/118˚31.819W
Otus flammeolus 1603-03029 6 OR Starkey Forest, 15 mi S of Kamela 45˚13.275N/118˚31.512W
Otus flammeolus 1603-03030 5 OR Starkey Forest, 15 mi S of Kamela 45˚15.438N/118˚32.521W
Otus flammeolus 1603-03031 6 OR Wallowa-Whitman, 4 mi SW of Kamela 45˚22.421N/118˚26.886W
Otus flammeolus 1603-03032 25 OR Wallowa-Whitman, 3 mi SW of Kamela 45˚22.759N/118˚26.824W
Otus flammeolus 1603-03001 25 OR Winema NF, 6 mi N of Chiloquin 42˚40.419N/121˚53.740W
Otus flammeolus 1603-03002 6 OR Winema NF, 5.5 mi N of Chiloquin 42˚40.197N/121˚54.061W
Otus flammeolus 1603-03003 29 OR Winema NF, 5.5 mi N of Chiloquin 42˚40.197N/121˚54.061W
Otus flammeolus 1603-03004 30 OR Winema NF, 12 mi N of Fort Klamath 42˚53.449N/121˚56.080W
Otus flammeolus 1603-03005 31 OR Winema NF, 12.5 mi N of Fort Klamath 42˚53.995N/121˚57.809W
Otus flammeolus 1603-03006 2 OR Winema NF, 14 mi N of Fort Klamath 42˚55.219N/121˚57.278W
Otus flammeolus 1603-03007 13 OR Winema NF, 12.5 mi N of Fort Klamath 42˚53.846N/121˚55.480W
Otus flammeolus 1603-03008 2 OR Winema NF, 7 mi SW of Fort Klamath 42˚36.454N/122˚05.549W
Otus flammeolus 1603-03009 6 OR Winema NF, 6 mi N of Fort Klamath 42˚48.279N/121˚57.027W
Otus flammeolus 1603-03010 13 OR Winema NF, 6 mi N of Fort Klamath 42˚48.279N/121˚57.027W
Otus flammeolus 1603-03011 6 OR Deschutes NF, 9 mi W of Sisters 44˚20.985N/121˚44.686W
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Otus flammeolus 1603-03012 2 OR Deschutes NF, 9.5 mi W of Sisters 44˚20.498N/121˚45.224W
Otus flammeolus CAANG01 28 CA Angeles NF, 17 mi NE of Pasadena 34˚20.869N/117˚56.604W
Otus flammeolus CAANG02 2 CA Angeles NF, 4 mi W of Wrightwood 34˚22.316N/117˚42.098W
Otus flammeolus CASEQ03 6 CA Sequoia NF, 26 mi NE of Woodlake 36˚45.873N/118˚50.052W
Otus flammeolus CASEQ04 6 CA Sequoia NF, 6 mi NE of Hot Springs 35˚58.054N/118˚37.431W
Otus flammeolus CASEQ05 13 CA Sequoia NF, 26.5 mi NE of Woodlake 36˚46.435N/118˚50.376W
Otus flammeolus CASEQ06 2 CA Sequoia NF, 26.5 mi NE of Woodlake 36˚46.435N/118˚50.376W
Otus flammeolus CATRI07 6 CA Six-Rivers NF, 14 mi SW of Wildwood 40˚18.041N/123˚17.977W
Otus flammeolus CATRI08 6 CA Six-Rivers NF, 15 mi SW of Wildwood 40˚16.271N/123˚16.889W
Otus flammeolus 1603-03052 6 NV Cone Peak, 4.1 mi S of Verdi 39˚27.499N/119˚58.814W
Otus flammeolus 1603-03061 6 NV North Canyon, 1.3 mi N of Spooner Lake 39˚07.855N/119˚54.367W
Otus flammeolus 1603-03067 6 NV Cone Peak, 3.7 mi S of Verdi 39˚28.006N/119˚58.508W
Otus flammeolus 1603-03068 6 NV Logan Creek, 3 mi SSW of Spooner Pass 39˚04.284N/119˚55.200W
Otus flammeolus MM559 8 NV Logan Creek, 3 mi SSW of Spooner Pass 39˚03.883N/119˚55.079W
*Otus flammeolus 1053-96343 5 UT Public Grove, 6.2 mi SE of Mantua 41˚25.588N/111˚52.106W
*Otus flammeolus 1213-78457 5 UT Snowbasin, 1.2 mi NW of Ski Resort 41˚13.809N/111˚52.232W
*Otus flammeolus 912-20602 5 UT Snowbasin, 1.1 mi NW of Ski Resort 41˚13.747N/111˚52.114W
*Otus flammeolus 1053-96342 6 UT Public Grove, 6.2 mi SE of Mantua 41˚25.804N/111˚52.268W
*Otus flammeolus 1213-78440 6 UT Snowbasin, 1.2 mi NW of Ski Resort 41˚13.835N/111˚52.312W
*Otus flammeolus 912-20603 6 UT Snowbasin, 1.3 mi NW of Ski Resort 41˚13.804N/111˚52.074W
*Otus flammeolus 1053-96322 13 UT 3-mile Canyon, 6 mi SE of Mantua 41˚26.761N/111˚51.551W
*Otus flammeolus 1173-79904 22 UT Snowbasin, 1.3 mi NW of Ski Resort 41˚13.805N/111˚52.174W
*Otus flammeolus 1083-35558 28 UT Black Mountain, 3.5 mi S of Mantua 41˚26.690N/111˚57.035W
*Otus flammeolus 1173-79903 28 UT Snowbasin, 1.2 mi NW of Ski Resort 41˚13.747N/111˚52.114W
*Otus flammeolus 1213-78441 33 UT Snowbasin, 1.1 mi NW of Ski Resort 41˚13.720N/111˚51.671W
*Otus flammeolus 1213-78488 34 UT Snowbasin, 0.2 mi N of Ski Resort 41˚13.065N/111˚51.917W
Otus flammeolus 1053-96323 9 UT Webster Flat, 11.3 mi SE of Cedar City 37˚34.055N/112˚54.215W
Otus flammeolus 1053-96324 6 UT Webster Flat, 11.1 mi SE of Cedar City 37˚34.475N/112˚54.441W
Otus flammeolus 1053-96325 5 UT Webster Flat, 11.4 mi SE of Cedar City 37˚33.937N/112˚54.027W
Otus flammeolus 1053-96326 6 UT Podunk Creek, 11.6 mi ENE of Alton 37˚30.096N/112˚16.847W
Otus flammeolus 1053-96327 10 UT Antimony Creek, 9 mi ESE of Antimony 38˚04.631N/111˚50.262W
Otus flammeolus 1053-96328 2 UT Antimony Creek, 9 mi ESE of Antimony 38˚04.631N/111˚50.262W
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Otus flammeolus 1053-96329 6 UT Antimony Creek, 9 mi ESE of Antimony 38˚04.288N/111˚50.641W
Otus flammeolus 1053-96330 11 UT Antimony Creek, 9 mi ESE of Antimony 38˚04.282N/111˚50.912W
Otus flammeolus 1053-96331 8 UT Antimony Creek, 9 mi ESE of Antimony 38˚04.200N/111˚50.102W
Otus flammeolus 1053-96332 12 UT Webster Flat, 11.1 mi SE of Cedar City 37˚33.664N/112˚55.103W
Otus flammeolus 1053-96333 8 UT Webster Flat, 11.1 mi SE of Cedar City 37˚33.664N/112˚55.103W
Otus flammeolus 1053-96334 6 UT Webster Flat, 11.2 mi SE of Cedar City 37˚33.757N/112˚54.671W
* specimen not used in Chapter 2
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